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Abstrat

Engineering seismology is the link between earth sienes and engineering. The main

input of engineering seismology in engineering design are loading onditions whih

must satisfy ertain onditions regarding their level and frequeny of ourrene

during the lifetime of a struture. One method for estimating these loading ondi-

tions are through equations based on strong ground motion reorded during previous

earthquakes. These equations have a handful of independent parameters, suh as

magnitude and soure-to-site distane, and a dependent parameter, suh as peak

ground aeleration or spetral aeleration, and the oeÆients in the equation are

usually found by regression analysis.

This review examines suh equations in terms of: data seletion, aelerogram

proessing tehniques of the strong-motion reords used to onstrut the equations,

the haraterisation of earthquake soure, travel path and loal site used and re-

gression tehniques employed to �nd the �nal equations.
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It is found that little agreement has been reahed in the past thirty years of ground

motion estimation relation studies. Workers have hosen their tehniques based on

the available data, whih varies greatly with geographial region. Also it is noted

that there is a need to inlude more independent parameters into ground motion

estimation equations if the large unertainties assoiated with suh equations are

to be signi�antly redued. The data required to do this is, unfortunately, sare.

Key words: seismology, geologi hazards, seismi hazard, engineering seismology,

attenuation relations

1 Introdution

Engineering seismology is the link between earth sienes and engineering. The

main input of engineering seismology in engineering design are loading ondi-

tions whih must satisfy ertain onditions regarding their level and frequeny

of ourrene during the lifetime of a struture. Loading onditions appropri-

ate for a partiular type of struture are expressed in terms of ground motion

in the frequeny and/or time domains. One method for estimating these load-

ing onditions are through equations based on strong ground motion reorded

during previous earthquakes. These equations have a handful of independent

parameters, suh as magnitude and soure-to-site distane, and a dependent

parameter, suh as peak ground aeleration or spetral aeleration, and the

oeÆients in the equation are usually found by regression analysis. Although

the equations are often referred to as attenuation relationships, attenuation

relations or attenuation equations, they predit more than how ground motion
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varies with distane. The equations are vital to probabilisti seismi hazard

analysis, as Cornell (1968) shows, and also to deterministi seismi hazard

analysis. Hene over the past thirty years ground motion estimation equations

have been muh studied and many versions published.

A number of reviews of ground motion estimation studies have been made

in the past whih provide a good summary of the methods used, the results

obtained and the problems assoiated with suh relations. Trifuna and Brady

(1975, 1976) provide a brief summary and omparison of published relations.

Idriss (1978) presents a omprehensive review of published ground motion

estimation relations up until 1978, inluding a number whih are not easily

available. Boore and Joyner (1982) provide a review of ground motion estima-

tion studies published in 1981 and omment on empirial predition of strong

ground motion in general. Campbell (1985) ontains a full survey of ground

motion estimation equations up until 1985. Joyner and Boore (1988) give an

exellent analysis of ground motion predition methodology in general, and

ground motion estimation relations in partiular; Joyner and Boore (1996)

update this by inluding more reent studies. Ambraseys and Bommer (1995)

provide an overview of relations whih are used for seismi design in Europe

although they do not provide details about methods used. After these studies

were ompleted many more equations were derived. Campbell (2002,a,b) are

three exellent reent reviews of equations for the estimation of strong ground

motions and inlude the oeÆents of, and omparisons between, 14 well-used

equations.

Douglas (2001a, 2002a) summarises over 120 studies that derived equations

for the estimation of peak ground aeleration and over 80 studies that derived

equations for the estimation of response spetral ordinates. This artile is a
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review of the proedures adopted in the past thirty years to derive equations

for the estimation of ground motions using strong-motion reords. It seeks to

ompliment the reent reviews by Campbell by foussing on the methods used

to derive the equations. Appendix A summarises the available equations for

estimating peak ground aeleration.

The omplete proedure that needs to be followed to derive ground motion

estimation equations using reorded strong-motion data is outlined below.

(1) Earthquakes are reorded using strong-motion instruments to get a set

of reords for analysis.

(2) If the earthquakes were reorded on analogue aelerographs, whih use

paper or �lm, then the aelerograms are digitised to get the data into a

form usable for numerial analysis.

(3) The digitised strong-motion reords are proessed to remove short- and

long-period noise, whih is introdued in the reording and digitisation

stages. This proessing usually onsists of �tting a zero baseline to the

reord and then applying a bandpass �lter.

(4) A dependent variable is seleted and alulated from the strong-motion

reords. This dependent variable, suh as peak ground aeleration or

spetral aeleration, should be useful for seismi design and analysis.

(5) Independent variables, suh as magnitude and soure-to-site distane,

that haraterise the strong-motion reords in the data set are then ol-

leted for all the time-histories used.

(6) Regression analysis is performed to derive equations to estimate the de-

pendent variable (a strong-motion parameter) given the independent vari-

ables. At the same time the standard deviation of the equations are al-

ulated.
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(7) The derived equations are used in seismi hazard analysis, either deter-

ministi or probabilisti, to give estimates of the strong ground motion

that ould be expeted at a site during a future earthquake.

2 Strong ground motion parameters

Peak ground aeleration (PGA) is still often used as a parameter to desribe

strong ground motion although it is only useful for analysis of short period

(T . 0:3 s) strutures. PGA is simply the amplitude of the largest peak ael-

eration reorded on an aelerogram at a site during a partiular earthquake.

PGA is the most simple strong-motion parameter and hene more than 120

equations (Douglas, 2001a, 2002a) have been derived in the past to predit it.

These equations are disussed in this artile.

Consider the SDOF system illustrated in Figure 1. This system onsists of

a mass m, moving on a fritionless surfae, driven by a horizontal ground

motion with aeleration U

tt

, with a spring with sti�ness k and a dashpot

with a oeÆient of visous damping .

Let u(t) be the horizontal displaement of the mass at time t. Then using

Newton's seond law and resolving fores horizontally gives:

mu

tt

+ u

t

+ ku+mU

tt

= 0

Dividing by m and letting !

2

0

= k=m and �

0

= =2!

0

m yields the equation of

motion:
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tt

+ 2�

0

!

0

u

t

+ !

2

0

u = �U

tt

: (1)

Equation 1 is usually used to model the elasti response of strutures to earth-

quake exitation, see for example Chopra (1995). Under intense ground motion

strutures often deform beyond their linear elasti range and behave inelas-

tially. A more omplex model than that given in Equation 1 is required to

model suh inelasti behaviour, see for example Chopra (1995, hap. 7). These

models are not onsidered here.

During an earthquake although the response of a strutural system hanges

with time, whih may be important for some appliations, often only the

maximum response whih a system undergoes is required for design purposes.

Consider the strutural model illustrated in Figure 1 and assume the ground

aeleration is U

tt

(t) and the mass, m, has displaement u(t), veloity u

t

(t)

and aeleration u

tt

(t) then the three values of maximum response of interest

are:

maximum absolute response aeleration S

a

= max

t

ju

tt

+ U

tt

j,

maximum relative response veloity S

v

= max

t

ju

t

j,

maximum relative response displaement S

d

= max

t

juj.

Two fores at on the mass one is due to the spring and the other due to the

equivalent visous damping. These fores must resist the total inertial fores

of the system, mu

tt

and mU

tt

hene, mS

a

gives the maximum fore ating

whih must be resisted by the entire system.

From these quantities two `pseudo' values an be alulated:

maximum absolute pseudo-aeleration S

0

a

= (2�=T )

2

S

d

,
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maximum relative pseudo-veloity S

0

v

= (2�=T )S

d

,

where T is the natural period of the system.

mS

0

a

gives the fore whih must be resisted by the spring (Chopra, 1995)

and not the omplete system. For small oeÆients of ritial damping and

relatively short periods S

a

and S

0

a

are almost idential (Chopra, 1995).

Maximum relative pseudo-veloity, S

0

v

, is related to the peak value of strain

energy, E

S

, stored in the system during the earthquake by the equation: E

S

=

mS

02

v

=2 (Chopra, 1995, p. 200).

A plot of the quantities de�ned above as a funtion of the natural vibration

period, T , and damping, �, of the system is alled a response spetrum. It

provides a onvenient means of summarizing the peak response of all possible

linear single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) systems to a partiular omponent of

ground motion (Chopra, 1995).

Over 80 equations (Douglas, 2001a, 2002a) have been derived in the past to

predit response spetral ordinates beause response spetra have proved to

be useful for seismi analysis of strutures. These equations are also disussed

in this artile.

3 Types of ground motion estimation equations

Draper and Smith (1981) de�ne three main types of mathematial models

used by sientists:

Funtional When the true funtional relationship between response (the
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value to be predited) and the preditor variables is known and is used.

Control When the independent e�ets of eah of the ontrol variables (the

preditor variables) an be estimated through designed experiments.

Preditive When neither funtional or ontrol models an be used and within

the data muh inter-orrelation exists, so alled `problems with messy data'.

They do not need to be funtional.

Most published ground motion estimation relations have some physial basis,

hene some aspets of funtional models are present. Sine all the physial

aspets assoiated with seismi ground motion are not known in detail and

even if they were it would be impossible to express them in the form of one

simple equation, ground motion estimation relations are preditive models.

Trifuna (1980) notes that ground motion estimation relations should be based

on a funtional form from the physial nature of phenomena but beause of

lak of data this annot be ahieved; Caillot and Bard (1993) also state that the

form of the equation must have some physial basis. Controlled experiments

annot obviously be performed with ground motion aused by earthquakes

beause no two earthquakes are the same, nor are the travel paths to station

or the loal site onditions and hene there is no repeatability

1

. Therefore

ontrol models are not possible.

4 Data seletion riteria

Early ground motion estimation studies (e.g. Milne and Davenport, 1969; Es-

teva, 1970; Ambraseys, 1975) give little or no information on the data seletion

1

Explosions �red at test sites approximate to repeat runs for travel time studies.
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riteria adopted, probably beause at that time few strong-motion reords were

available and to ensure that the number of reords used was not too small no

seletion was made. This setion onerns what riteria have been applied

in the past for the seletion of reords; in Setion 10 seletion based on site

onditions is disussed.

A major hoie made is: data from whih ountry, region or seismotetoni

regime will be used. Most often authors only use data from one ountry (or

part of the ountry), for example western North Ameria (mainly Califor-

nia) (e.g. Milne and Davenport, 1969; Esteva, 1970; Joyner and Boore, 1981;

Crouse and MGuire, 1996; Chapman, 1999) or Japan (e.g. Iwasaki et al., 1980;

Kawashima et al., 1984; Kamiyama et al., 1992; Molas and Yamazaki, 1995;

Kobayashi et al., 2000). For these two regions there are many time-histories

from a wide distribution of magnitudes, distanes and other seismologial pa-

rameters suh as soure mehanism so the oeÆients derived through re-

gression are stable and not ontrolled by a few data points. Trifuna (1976)

does not use data from regions, other than western USA, beause attenuation

varies with geologial provine and magnitude determination is di�erent in

other ountries. Even for those authors who use a riteria based on a par-

tiular region, di�erenes an still our, for example Crouse and MGuire

(1996) and Sadigh et al. (1997) both develop equations for use in California

but Crouse and MGuire (1996) exlude data from the Mammoth Lakes area

(whih is an ative volani region) beause it is atypial of the rest of Califor-

nia whereas Sadigh et al. (1997) inlude 65 reords from the Mammoth Lakes

area.

Others have also limited their data to those reorded within one ountry,

for example Italy (Sabetta and Pugliese, 1987; Mohammadioun, 1991; Tento
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et al., 1992; Caillot and Bard, 1993). Suh riteria though is arti�ial beause

eah ountry is not a single seismotetoni regime and nor are earthquakes

from one ountry ompletely di�erent to those in another. To limit the data

by suh riteria an lead to a small suite of reords with a limited spread

of independent parameters, for example Sabetta and Pugliese (1987) use 95

reords from 17 earthquakes with magnitudes between 4:6 and 6:8. This means

the equation may be ontrolled by a few data points and for independent

variables outside this limited range preditions ould be inorret, a problem

whih Sabetta and Pugliese (1987) themselves note. Some areas, for exam-

ple Ieland (Sigbj�ornsson and Baldvinsson, 1992) and Hawaii (Munson and

Thurber, 1997), seem to have muh di�erent attenuation properties than non-

volani regions whih means developing equations based solely on data from

these small areas may be justi�ed although again there is a lak of data. Zhao

et al. (1997) exlude some New Zealand reords whih may have been a�eted

by di�erent attenuation properties in volani regions.

To overome the lak of reords some authors supplement their data with

aelerograms from other regions of the world whih are felt to be tetonially

similar. For example, Campbell (1981) uses eight reords from outside western

USA (from shallow tetoni plate boundaries) beause they make an important

ontribution to understanding near-soure ground motion and this outweighs

di�erenes whih may exist due to tetonis and reording pratie. Di�erenes

in anelasti attenuation between the di�erent areas are minimized by using

only near-soure reords and he uses only data from instruments with similar

dynami harateristis to avoid problems due to reording pratie. This

inreases the distribution of the data spae so that the derived equations have

a greater appliability. MCann Jr. and Ehezwia (1984) also use data from
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outside western N. Ameria, even though tetonis and travel paths may be

di�erent, beause additional information in the near �eld is onsidered more

important. Theodulidis and Papazahos (1992) supplement their Greek data

with 16 reords from other regions (Japan and Alaska) to inrease the number

of reords from large (7:0 � M � 7:5) shallow earthquakes whih an our

in Greee but for whih no Greek strong-motion reords exist. Fukushima

et al. (1988) use 200 reords, from distanes 0:1{48 km, from western USA to

onstrain the near-soure behaviour of the ground motion estimation equation

beause Japanese data from this distane range are laking.

Ground motion estimation relations have been derived for partiular tetoni

regimes and not simply based on a ountry's borders. Dahle et al. (1990b)

present a study using reords from worldwide intraplate areas, de�ned as te-

tonially stable and geologially more uniform than plate boundaries, although

due to lak of data they hoose data from `reasonably' intraplate areas. Spu-

dih et al. (1996, 1999) �nd equations for extensional regimes (where litho-

sphere is expanding `areally') using worldwide data. Crouse (1991) inludes

data from any zone with strong seismi oupling, suh as younger subdution

zones, unless there are ompelling reasons to exlude data. This is done be-

ause there are not enough data available from Casadia, whih is his area of

interest. A number of workers (Abrahamson and Litehiser, 1989; Ambraseys

and Bommer, 1991; Ambraseys, 1995; Ambraseys et al., 1996; Sarma and Sr-

bulov, 1996; Campbell, 1997; Bozorgnia et al., 2000) derived equations for

shallow rustal earthquakes using data from wide regions, inluding the whole

Earth, beause, it is felt, suh earthquakes and regions are similar world-

wide. Campbell (1997) inludes shallow subdution interfae earthquakes in

his mainly shallow rustal set of reords, beause previous studies have found
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that their near-soure ground motion is similar to that from shallow rustal

earthquakes. The distane alibration funtions of regional loal magnitude

sales for di�erent parts of the world are examined by Boore (1989) and it

is found that they are similar to distanes of about 100 km but di�er beyond

that. Boore (1989) thinks that this is beause di�ering anelasti attenuation

and wave propagation e�ets in di�erent rustal strutures should not play a

large role at lose distanes. Therefore within the range where ground motions

have engineering signi�ane (about 100 km) data from di�erent parts of the

whole ould be ombined as far as distane dependene is onerned.

Criteria based on soure depth have been used as an earthquake seletion

riterion, see Table 2.

A minimum magnitude riterion is often applied, see Table 3. A natural on-

straint on the minimum magnitude whih often ours for spetral ordinates

is that reords from analogue instruments of small magnitude earthquakes are

not always digitised, beause digitization is a time-onsuming and expensive

proess. Therefore the digital form of suh reords, from whih response spe-

tra are alulated, are not available and so suh reords annot be used for

deriving ground motion estimation equations. This onstraint does not our

for reords from digital aelerographs, whih are beoming more ommon, be-

ause they are reorded diretly in digital form. Blume (1977) and Ambraseys

(1995) study the e�et of di�erent minimum magnitude ut-o�s; Ambraseys

(1995) �nds that the ut-o� used has little e�et on ground motion estimates.

Seletion based on auray of the magnitudes is used by Campbell (1981)

and Sabetta and Pugliese (1987), who use only earthquakes with magnitudes

aurate to within 0:3 units, and Ambraseys and Bommer (1991), who require

the standard deviation of M

s

to be known.
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Minimum and maximum distane riteria are sometimes applied for a vari-

ety of reasons. Blume (1977) investigates the e�et of using di�erent distane

ut-o�s. MGuire (1977) exludes reords with epientral or rupture distane

smaller than one-half the estimated length of rupture to exlude those reords

from the near-soure region whih are governed by di�erent physial laws

than those far from the soure. A minimum distane riterion, of 2 km, was

applied by Wang et al. (1999) beause 2 km is the minimum error in epien-

tral loations and hene inluding reords from smaller distanes may give

errors in the results. Lak of far-�eld data motivates Molas and Yamazaki

(1995) to exlude reords from greater than 200 km and Crouse et al. (1988)

to remove data with distanes or magnitudes well outside the range of most

seleted reords. Campbell (1981, 1997) uses only near-soure reords to avoid

omplex propagation e�ets observed at longer distanes. Only reords asso-

iated with reliable distanes are used by Campbell (1981) and Sabetta and

Pugliese (1987) by inluding only earthquakes with loations (epientres or

rupture distane) known to within 5 km or less. Other studies use previously

published ground motion estimation relations to impose magnitude dependent

distane limits. Fukushima and Tanaka (1990) remove reords with predited

PGA < 0:1ms

�2

(the assumed trigger level) to avoid biasing the attenuation

rate, Fukushima et al. (1995) exlude reords with predited PGV < 0:1 ms

�1

so preise attenuation is found and Kobayashi et al. (2000) exlude data from

distanes with predited PGA < 0:02ms

�2

.

Previous studies have tried to redue possible bias due to using reords from

large distanes whih may not be typial of the attenuation rate, through

two alternative proedures. Joyner and Boore (1981) exlude reords from

distanes greater than or equal to shortest distane to an instrument whih did
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not trigger. This has been made more strit by Boore et al. (1993) who exlude

reords from distanes greater than the distane to the �rst reord triggered

on the S wave and for spetral ordinates exlude reords from distanes greater

than the distane to the �rst non-digitised reord (whih is assumed to be of

smaller amplitude than the digitised reords). Boore et al. (1994a) onlude

that this riterion may be over strit beause it is independent of geology and

azimuth. Ambraseys and Bommer (1991) and Spudih et al. (1996, 1999) do

not use suh a riterion beause their sets of reords are non-homogeneous and

from irregularly spaed networks with di�erent and unknown trigger levels,

thus making suh a riterion diÆult or impossible to apply. Crouse (1991) also

does not apply this riterion but onsiders his sample adequate for regression

and although it may overestimate smaller distant motion it would properly

estimate larger motions whih are of greater onern for design. Although this

is true the ground motion estimation equation obtained would not predit the

median hazard at all distanes and therefore the use of it in seismi hazard

analysis, for example, whih requires the 50% hazard urve would bias the

results. The other method for removing bias due to non-triggered instruments

is the regression based method of Campbell and Bozorgnia (1994), Campbell

(1997) and Chapman (1999) whih uses all the available strong-motion data to

derive ground motion estimation relations to predit the non-triggering ut-o�

distane.

Exlusion of reords based on minimum PGA has been proposed as a seletion

riteria, see Table 4. Blume (1977) studies e�et of di�erent PGA ut-o�s but

Blume (1980) does not employ a PGA ut-o� beause it is, by itself, a poor

index of damage in most ases.

Time-history quality is also a riterion used by some authors. Campbell (1981)
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only inludes reords whih triggered early enough to apture the strong phase

of shaking and hene the ground motion is not underestimated. Dahle et al.

(1990b) exlude reords whih are not available unproessed and without suf-

�ient information on instrument natural frequeny and damping. Lee (1995)

only uses reords with high signal-to-noise ratio. Youngs et al. (1997) remove

poor quality time-histories and those whih do not ontain the main portion

of shaking from their set of data. Reords of short duration terminating early

in the oda are not inluding in the analysis of Chapman (1999). Sabetta and

Pugliese (1987) use only the �rst shok of a reord if it is a well separated

multiple shok reord and magnitude and foal parameters apply only to �rst

shok. All these riteria are valid and would help to redue some of the satter

in the ground motion but less subjetive methods are required if reords are

not simply rejeted beause they do not seem to math the rest of the data.

Cousins et al. (1999) retains data from lipped seismograms.

It is ommon to use only those reords whih are not signi�antly a�eted

by soil-struture interation although many alternative suggestions have been

made on how to selet suh reords, see Tables 5 and 6 whih give the �rst

time that an author applies a partiular riterion.

Ohsaki et al. (1980a), Campbell (1981) and Crouse and MGuire (1996) re-

move reords thought to be a�eted by high topographial relief.

Criteria are sometimes used to ahieve a set of data whih will not lead to

biased results simply beause of its distribution. MGuire (1978) uses no more

that seven reords from the same earthquake and no more than nine from a

single site to minimize underestimation of variane and he retains reords to

give a large distane and magnitude range. Campbell (1981) and Devillers and
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Mohammadioun (1981) do not use all data from San Fernando to minimize

bias due to the large number of reords. This problem is also noted by Trifuna

(1976) who sreens the data to minimize possible bias due to uneven distri-

bution of data amongst di�erent magnitude ranges and soil onditions and

from exessive ontribution to the database from several abundantly reorded

earthquakes. Boore et al. (1993) do not use data from more than one sta-

tion with the same site ondition within a irle of radius 1 km so that the

underestimation of variane is minimized. Niazi and Bozorgnia (1991) selet

earthquakes to over broad range of magnitude, distane and azimuth and

to ensure thorough overage of whole SMART-1 array (at least 25 stations

reorded eah shok). Other riteria for the minimum number of reords per

earthquake used are 3 or more (Atkinson, 1997) and 2 or more (Abrahamson

and Litehiser, 1989), both to improve ability of regression to distinguish be-

tween magnitude and distane dependene. Caillot and Bard (1993) selets

reords so mean and standard deviation of magnitude and hypoentral dis-

tane in eah site ategory are equal.

One other seletion riterion is that based on the intensity measured at the

reording site (Devillers and Mohammadioun, 1981; Mohammadioun, 1991,

1994b). They group their data by single intensities (from V to VIII and higher)

and by ranges of intensities and perform the analysis separately on eah of

these subsets. Therefore even though they do not inlude site intensity as an

independent parameter expliitly, to use their equations still requires a pre-

dition of the intensity whih will our at the site, along with hoosing the

magnitude and distane. Hene they require the user to make a hoie for a

parameter, site-intensity, whih if known would mean there would be little

reason for using a ground motion estimation relation to predit the response
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spetrum at the site. Mohammadioun (1994b) highlights another problem with

the tehnique beause the reording site intensities may be average intensi-

ties within the area of the site and hene would neglet possible mirozoning

e�ets. A more tehnial problem is mentioned by Mohammadioun (1991),

who does not use intensity-based seletion for his derivation of spetral equa-

tions for Italy beause of the risk of reating a data population whih is not

statistially signi�ant.

5 Corretion tehniques

As with data seletion proedures, early ground motion estimation studies do

not state how their strong-motion reords were orreted (e.g. Milne and Dav-

enport, 1969; Esteva, 1970; Ambraseys, 1975), thus either unorreted reords

were used or standard orretion proedures were employed. Sine the paper

of Trifuna (1976) who gives frequenies between whih the aelerations used

are thought to be aurate, details of orretion tehniques used for deriving

ground motion estimation relations have often been reported, but again, like

data seletion proedures, there is little agreement about the best method

to use. However, beause time-histories from di�erent types of aelerographs

have been used and beause of the wide variety of levels of ground motion that

have been used in di�erent studies, there is no general best proedure. Tento

et al. (1992) state that orretion proedure plays a relevant role in analysis

and that it introdues inhomogeneities and errors due to the subjetive hoie

of low frequeny �lter limits.

Almost all studies, where details are given, have �ltered their strong-motion

reords using a variety of passbands and types of �lter. The ut-o� frequenies
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used either have been the same for all reords or have been hosen for eah

reord individually using a number of di�erent tehniques. Table 7 summarises

the methods for individually seleting low and high ut-o� frequenies and the

frequenies hosen.

Some authors have applied standard �lter ut-o�s to their reords apparently

irrespetive of the quality of time-histories. Gaull (1988) bandpass �lters his

reords to get the PGA assoiated with periods between 2 and 10Hz, beause

high frequeny PGA from unorreted reords is not of engineering signif-

iane. Although this is true, beause the PGA is often used to anhor a

response spetrum at zero period, using the PGA not assoiated with high

frequenies to estimate the spetrum is inorret. Dahle et al. (1990b) use an

elliptial �lter with passband 0:25 to 25Hz. Niazi and Bozorgnia (1992) use a

trapezoidal �lter with orner frequenies 0:07, 0:10, 25 and 30:6Hz. Kamiyama

et al. (1992) �lter with passband 0:24 and 11Hz. Molas and Yamazaki (1995)

use a low-ut �lter with osine shaped transition from 0:01 to 0:05Hz. For long

reords (more than 10 s duration) and some shorter reords (between 5 and

10 s duration) Ambraseys et al. (1996) use a passband 0:20 to 25Hz. Sarma

and Srbulov (1996) employ a low pass elliptial �lter. Caillot and Bard (1993)

use ut-o�s 0:5 and 30Hz. The appliation of the same ut-o� frequenies for

all aelerograms used is justi�ed for those studies whih use a homogeneous

set of reords reorded on the same type of instrument and digitised in the

same way (e.g. Niazi and Bozorgnia, 1992; Molas and Yamazaki, 1995). For

those authors who use strong-motion reords from a wide variety of soures

whih have been reorded on di�erent types of instrument and have di�er-

ent digitisation qualities (Dahle et al., 1990b; Ambraseys et al., 1996; Sarma

and Srbulov, 1996) using suh a general proedure is probably not justi�ed.
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Bommer et al. (1998) show, however, that the hoie of the ut-o� frequenies

does not signi�antly a�et spetral ordinates for periods within the range of

main engineering interest (about 0:1 to 2 s), therefore a ommon orretion

may not a�et the results. For speial strutures, with periods longer than 2 s,

the ut-o� frequeny used ould be important.

Sine the paper of Trifuna (1976), removal of the transduer response (instru-

ment orretion) from the time-history is often performed (e.g. Sabetta and

Pugliese, 1987; Spudih et al., 1996; Cousins et al., 1999). The need to orret

reords from Japanese instruments to yield reliable PGAs, beause they sub-

stantially suppress high frequenies, is noted by Kawashima et al. (1986). Data

from seismographs also needs to be instrument orreted beause of their dif-

ferent frequeny response ompared with aelerographs (Cousins et al., 1999).

Instrument orretion requires, at least, the natural frequeny and damping

of the aelerograph, information whih is sometimes laking and hene suh

orretions annot be applied (Ambraseys et al., 1996). Chiaruttini and Siro

(1981) do not orret their Friuli reords for instrument response but �nd this

does not substantially alter PGA and Bommer et al. (1998) do not employ

instrument orretion beause it is not important for displaement spetra.

Whether the orreted or unorreted PGAs should be inluded is another

topi of debate. Campbell (1981) uses PGA from unproessed aelerograms

beause fully proessed PGAs are generally smaller due to deimation and

�ltering of reords. Unorreted PGAs are also used by Munson and Thurber

(1997). Other studies, it is supposed, use orreted PGAs. Ambraseys and

Bommer (1991) and Ambraseys (1995) use PGAs from aelerograms whih

have undergone a wide variety of di�erent proessing tehniques, inluding

no orretion, for their studies. They �nd that most di�erenes (whih they
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an hek) are small (below 4 or 5%) but for some reords the di�erenes

may be larger (up to 10%). Munson and Thurber (1997) also �nd small di�er-

enes between unorreted and orreted PGA. Sabetta and Pugliese (1987)

�nd their orretion tehnique provides reliable estimates of PGA and hene

unorreted PGA values do not need to be used. Aelerogram orretion pro-

edures are used to �nd the atual ground motion whih ourred at the site

therefore unorreted PGA values are not the real PGAs. There is an inonsis-

teny between using unorreted estimates of PGA but orreting the reords

to �nd spetral ordinates whih leads to the PGA ground motion estimation

equation not mathing the spetral ordinate equations at high frequenies.

However, suh di�erenes are probably small enough to be negleted when

ompared with other assumptions made.

A few studies have inluded other soures of PGA values apart from those

given on aelerograms. Chiaruttini and Siro (1981) use some PGA estimates

from veloity time-histories. Garia-Fernandez and Canas (1995) only use

PGA values derived from Fourier amplitude spetra at 5Hz from short-period

analogue time-histories. Cousins et al. (1999) di�erentiate seismograms to

yield PGA estimates. Suh tehniques to supplement a limited set of reords,

partiularly in the far �eld where aelerographs may not be triggered, are

useful but estimates of PGA from the transformation of measurements from

instruments with muh di�erent harateristis than aelerographs must be

veri�ed to be onsistent with those from aelerographs.

The hoie of orretion method strongly a�ets the range of periods within

whih the spetral ordinates alulated an be assumed to be orret and not

signi�antly a�eted by the orretion proedure. This question has started

to be disussed reently beause seismi design is beoming more interested
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in long-period ground motion whih is the range most a�eted by noise and

hene by the orretion tehnique, whih seeks to remove this noise but in

the proess also removes information on the atual ground motion. Moham-

madioun (1991) provides no ground motion estimation equations for periods

greater than 2 s beause he uses unorreted time-histories whih it is felt

ontain long-period noise. The 2 s limit on the aeptability of the derived

equations is also noted by Tento et al. (1992), who �nd that the reord de-

pendent orretion proedure they adopt signi�antly a�ets the results for

periods greater than 2 s. Boore et al. (1993) also only provide spetral ordinate

equations for periods between 0:1 and 2 s beause of the low sampling rate of

older time-histories, low signal-to-noise ratios and �lter ut-o�s a�eting spe-

tral ordinates for periods outside this range. Lee (1995) believes his reords

are not adequate for response spetrum alulation outside the period range

0:04 to 2 s. An even shorter period range for aeptable spetral ordinates is

stated by Theodulidis and Papazahos (1994), who believe that for periods

greater than 0:5 s the di�erent digitisation (manual or automati) and or-

retion (baseline �tting or �ltering) tehniques they have used means longer

period values are signi�antly a�eted. Niazi and Bozorgnia (1992) believe

their low frequeny ut-o� may be too low for reords from small earthquakes

but hoosing a higher frequeny for this ut-o� would remove information

on long-period ground motion. If they adopted a reord dependent orre-

tion proedure and then in deriving long-periods equations use only those

reords whih did not require a higher frequeny ut-o�, this problem would

be overome. Suh a method has been adopted by a number of reent work-

ers (Spudih et al., 1996, 1999; Abrahamson and Silva, 1997; Bommer et al.,

1998). Spudih et al. (1996) use spetral values only from the passband of the

�lter. Abrahamson and Silva (1997) use spetral values only within frequeny
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band 1:25f

h

to 0:8f

l

(where f

h

is the high-pass orner frequeny and f

l

is

the low-pass orner frequeny). Spudih et al. (1999) uses a similar riteria of

only using spetral ordinates within 1:25f

h

and 0:75f

l

and for eight reords

whih were proessed in a di�erent way the aeptable range was 0:1 to 1 s.

Bommer et al. (1998) use eah reord's spetral ordinates for regression up

to 0:1 s less than the period of the �lter ut-o� used for that reord. These

tehniques mean that the number of reords and distribution of reords used

for the regression analysis hanges with period and hene it must be heked

that for eah period the number and distribution of data points is adequate

to derive reliable oeÆients. There may be a problem of onsisteny between

spetral estimates, derived from the ground motion estimation relations, for

short periods, for whih probably most of the reords were used, ompared

with long periods, for whih the stronger ground motions are probably more

represented.

6 Combination of horizontal measurements

Most aelerograms onsist of three mutually orthogonal omponents: two

horizontal and one vertial. Seven di�erent ways of ombining the horizontal

omponents have been investigated, these are given below.

(1) Arithmeti mean: a

M

= [max ja

1

(t)j

for t

+max ja

2

(t)j

for t

℄=2.

(2) Both: a

B;1

= max ja

1

(t)j

for t

and a

B;2

= max ja

2

(t)j

for t

.

(3) Geometri mean: a

G

=

q

max ja

1

(t)j

for t

max ja

2

(t)j

for t

.

Note that: log a

G

= flog[max ja

1

(t)j

for t

℄ + log[max ja

2

(t)j

for t

℄g=2.

(4) Largest omponent: a

L

= max[max ja

1

(t)j

for t

;max ja

2

(t)j

for t

℄.

(5) Random: a

r

= max ja

1

(t)j

for t

or a

r

= max ja

2

(t)j

for t

, hosen randomly.
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(6) Resultant: a

R

= max[max ja

1

(t) os � + a

2

(t) sin �j

for t

℄

for �

. Corret alu-

lation of this ombination requires that the two horizontal omponents

reords are perfetly aligned with respet to time and that they are ex-

atly mutually perpendiular. This may not always be true, espeially for

digitised aelerograms from mehnially triggered analogue instruments.

(7) Vetorial addition: a

V

=

q

max ja

1

(t)j

2

for t

+max ja

2

(t)j

2

for t

. This assumes

that the maximum ground amplitudes our simultaneously on the two

horizontal omponents; this is a onservative assumption.

Using both horizontal omponents or the geometri mean of the two ompo-

nents leads to exatly the same regression oeÆients when logarithms of the

ground motion measurements are used. This an be demonstrated by onsid-

ering the normal equations whih are solved to give the least squares estimate

of the oeÆients (Douglas, 2001b). The standard deviation of the equation

derived using both horizontal omponents will, however, usually be di�erent

to the standard deviation of the equation derived using the geometri mean

of the two horizontal omponents.

7 Separation of ground motion estimation relations into soure,

path and site dependene

Traditionally disussion of ground motion from earthquakes has been split into

three setions: soure, travel path and site, upon whih the ground motion at

the site depends. This separation is somewhat simplisti, beause the bound-

aries between eah part are not learly de�ned and beause the soure a�ets

the path's properties and path properties a�et site onditions. This separa-

tion though will be followed here beause it makes reviewing previous ground
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motion estimation relationships easier but it is ompliated by the previously

desribed problems and by the use of non-linear equations in whih soure,

path and site parameters are not separated.

The following disussion is in terms of the untransformed ground motion, y,

as opposed to log y on whih the regression is almost always performed.

8 Charaterisation of soure

Earthquake magnitude, M , has been almost the only parameter used to har-

aterise the earthquake soure in ground motion estimation relations, although

many di�erent magnitude sales and ombinations of sales have been used.

Reently parameters assoiated with the soure mehanism have also been in-

luded although again there are a number of alternative methods for inluding

this information in the equation.

Early studies (e.g. Esteva, 1970; Donovan, 1973), did not state whih magni-

tude sale they use. Many authors use loal magnitude (also alled Rihter

magnitude), M

L

, to derive their ground motion estimation relations (e.g.

MGuire, 1977; Campbell, 1989; Tento et al., 1992; Mohammadioun, 1994b).

This may be beause these are the only magnitude estimates available for

the hosen earthquakes. Chiaruttini and Siro (1981) use M

L

beause it is de-

termined at short distanes, it is homogeneously determined for small earth-

quakes up to saturation at about M

L

= 7:0 and beause it is determined at

about 1Hz whih is lose to the aelerometer band. Mohammadioun (1994b)

uses M

L

beause it is generally available and is uniformly determined but

states that it may not be the best hoie. Ambraseys (1995) does not use M

L
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beause there are no M

L

estimates for many of the earthquakes in his set and

many estimates of M

L

are unreliable. Boore (1989) states that M

L

is diÆult

to predit for design earthquakes beause atalogues of historial earthquakes

often ontain unreliable M

L

estimates.

Another magnitude sale whih is ommonly used is surfae-wave magnitude,

M

s

(Dahle et al., 1990b; Ambraseys and Bommer, 1991; Ambraseys, 1995;

Ambraseys et al., 1996; Crouse and MGuire, 1996; Bommer et al., 1998).

Dahle et al. (1990b) use M

s

beause it is reasonably unbiased with respet

to soure dimensions and there is a globally onsistent alulation method.

Theodulidis and Papazahos (1992) mainly use M

s

but for the foreign earth-

quakes in their set they use M

w

or M

JMA

whih they state to be equivalent

between 6:0 and 8:0. Ambraseys (1995) states that the onversion of M

L

to

M

s

should not be done beause of unertainty in onversion whih should be

retained. This holds for all onversions between magnitude sales but beause

only M

w

an be found for all size earthquakes onversion from one sale to

another is often neessary at small and large magnitudes, for example Dahle

et al. (1990b) and Ambraseys et al. (1996) use some M

s

onverted from other

magnitude sales (M

L

, m

b

, oda length magnitude). Japanese Meteorologial

Ageny magnitude, M

JMA

, has been employed in many Japanese ground mo-

tion estimation relations (e.g. Kawashima et al., 1984; Kamiyama et al., 1992;

Fukushima et al., 1995) although Kawashima et al. (1984) notes that it may

not neessarily be the most suitable parameter to represent magnitude but it

is the only one whih exists for all earthquakes in their set of reords. Peng

et al. (1985) use Chinese surfae-wave magnitude but also use m

b

and M

s

and

�nd larger residuals. When using M

s

it is important that the measurements

are orreted for foal depth, whih signi�antly a�ets the estimates of M

s
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for earthquakes with foal depths greater than 20 km (e.g. Herak et al., 2001).

Reently most equations have been derived using moment magnitude, M

w

,

(e.g. Boore et al., 1993; Lawson and Krawinkler, 1994; Sadigh et al., 1997;

Kobayashi et al., 2000) whih is diretly related to the size of the soure and

the slip along the fault, unlike other magnitude sales whih are empirially

derived and have no physial meaning. The other major advantage of M

w

is

that it does not saturate for large magnitudes, and an be alulated for small

magnitudes, and hene provides a good measure of the energy released over

the entire magnitude range. The size and slip of historial earthquakes an

be found using geologial data whih an then be diretly related to M

w

for

use in assessing the design earthquake; this is more diÆult to do for other

magnitude sales (Boore, 1989). However, M

w

is not usually alulated for

earthquakes with magnitudes less than about 5 and also it has only been

uniformly alulated sine 1977 and hene for earlier earthquakes estimates of

M

w

are more diÆult, if not impossible, to �nd. To overome these diÆulties

some authors (e.g. Joyner and Boore, 1981; Xu et al., 1984; Crouse, 1991;

Dahle et al., 1995) have used magnitudes from other sales (e.g. M

L

, M

s

) as

estimates of M

w

for those earthquakes whih do not have a published M

w

value. If only a few earthquakes in the set of data do not have a M

w

value,

if the magnitude sale hosen to supplement M

w

is equivalent to moment

magnitude for that size of earthquake and if the number of reords assoiated

with these earthquakes is small then this method is satisfatory.

The other main tehnique for providing a homogeneous magnitude sale for

all sizes of earthquakes is to use one magnitude sale for small earthquakes,

usuallyM

L

and one sale for larger earthquakes, usuallyM

s

. Campbell (1981)

introdued this idea to develop magnitude estimates that are generally on-
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sistent with M

w

. He tried di�erent division points, for the hange from M

L

to M

s

, between 5:5 and 6:5 and found that the magnitude is quite insensitive

to hoie, but he uses 6:0 as do Abrahamson and Litehiser (1989). Sabetta

and Pugliese (1987) use 5:5 as the hange-over point from M

L

to M

s

and �nd

that this ombined magnitude sale assures a linear relationship between log-

arithm of PGA and magnitude and avoids saturation e�ets of M

L

. Niazi and

Bozorgnia (1991) use 6:6 as the division point. Lee (1993) usesM

L

forM . 6:5

and other di�erent (unspei�ed) magnitude sales for M > 6:5. He does this

beause seismi hazard analysis often uses atalogues whih do not speify

magnitude sale and often the estimates are nonhomogeneous. Even though

this may be so, inreasing the unertainty, assoiated with the ground motion

estimation relation, by using a mixture of magnitude sales means that it an

never be orretly used for seismi hazard analysis beause there is no orret

magnitude sale and the unertainties are then inreased unneessarily.

Almost all studies inlude a fator whih has an exponential dependene on

magnitude, exp aM , this is beause the energy released by an earthquake is

exponentially dependent on magnitude (Rihter, 1958).

It has been proposed that strong ground motion does not inrease without

bound for inreasing magnitudes and that as magnitude inreases ground

motion does not inrease at a onstant rate. This is known as magnitude

saturation. Bolt and Abrahamson (1982) split their data into four broad mag-

nitude groups and �t an equation whih has no magnitude-dependent fators

to the ground motion within eah group. They �nd no systemati inrease

in near-soure PGA as a funtion of magnitude although the derived equa-

tions predit lower PGA for larger magnitudes whih, as Joyner and Boore

(1983) point out, is not realisti. Hene this study may be biased by a lak
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of data for large magnitudes. Trifuna (1976) was the �rst to inlude a fator

to model magnitude saturation, by using a fator that is exponentially depen-

dent on the magnitude squared, i.e. exp bM

2

, in addition to the normal fator

exp aM . For a positive oeÆient, a and a negative oeÆient b it predits

a maximum ground motion whih ould our however great the magnitude.

Suh fators have been inluded by, for example Trifuna (1980), Joyner and

Fumal (1984), Huo and Hu (1991), Boore et al. (1993), Lee (1995), Lawson and

Krawinkler (1994), Chapman (1999) and Abrahamson and Silva (1997). Other

authors (Joyner and Boore, 1981; Kawashima et al., 1984; Crouse et al., 1988;

Crouse, 1991) inorporate fators like exp bM

2

into their equations but �nd

that the oeÆient b is not statistially signi�ant or that it does not improve

the adjusted multiple orrelation oeÆient so remove the fator. Modelling

quadrati dependene on magnitude requires reords from large magnitude

earthquakes that are often laking (Trifuna, 1976). To overome this lak of

data Spudih et al. (1996, 1999) adopt oeÆients, a and b, from Boore et al.

(1993). Lee (1995) uses only reords with M � 4:25 so that a and b have

the orret sign to give magnitude saturation for large magnitudes. Needing

to apply suh methods to fore physially realisti oeÆients suggests that

magnitude saturation is not supported by the data used and that exluding

the fator, exp bM

2

, would be preferable. However, magnitude saturation is

supported theoretially, see for example Douglas (2002b).

Fators whih are exponentially proportional to higher powers of magnitude

have been inorporated into equations by Sadigh et al. (1997), who inlude a

fator exp k

1

M

2:5

, Abrahamson and Silva (1997) who inlude a fator exp k

2

(8:5�

M)

3

, and Youngs et al. (1997), who inlude a fator exp k

3

M

3

, for the pre-

dition of spetral aeleration. Campbell (1997) uses a non-linear magnitude
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dependent term, exp k

4

tanhM .

Kamiyama et al. (1992) take the idea of magnitude saturation to its extreme

by modelling PGA as ompletely independent of magnitude up to a distane

whih is exponentially dependent on magnitude. For distanes greater than

this near-soure zone the predited ground motion is exponentially dependent

on magnitude.

An alternative method for modelling di�erent magnitude dependene for small

and large earthquakes is to derive separate equations for M

w

< 6:5 and for

M

w

� 6:5 (e.g. Sadigh et al., 1997; Sadigh and Egan, 1998). This tehnique

relies on a large set of data that is well distributed in terms of magnitude so

that there is enough data to derive reliable equations for the separate subsets,

although Sadigh et al. (1997) onstrain the preditions to be the same at

M

w

= 6:5.

Ambraseys (1995) notes that beause the onversion ofM

s

toM

w

is non-linear

there is a non-linear relationship between M

w

and ground motion predition

using an equation derived using M

s

. Hene some degree of magnitude satu-

ration is impliit in ground motion estimation relations based on M

s

, even if

only a fator exp aM

s

is inluded, beause M

s

saturates at large magnitudes

and so the equation does not predit onstantly inreasing ground motion for

inreasing earthquake size (as measured by M

w

). This form of magnitude sat-

uration, however, is not onstrained by the strong-motion data used to derive

the equation.

Figure 2 ompares the saling of horizontal peak ground aeleration withM

w

for some reent equations derived using data from shallow rustal earthquakes.

This �gure shows the magnitude saturation of near-�eld PGA modelled in
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some reent studies (e.g. Sadigh et al., 1997; Campbell and Bozorgnia, 1994)

and the impliit magnitude saturation of the equation by Ambraseys et al.

(1996).

Some studies may impliitly aount for soure mehanism by inluding many

shoks from the same area whih have a similar mehanism, for example Tri-

funa (1976) notes that the large proportion of data from the San Fernando

earthquake he uses may bias the results.

Campbell (1981) examines residuals from regression and �nds reverse fault-

ing PGA values are systematially higher (signi�ant at the 10% level) than

other motions but onludes this may be due to data from outside western

N. Ameria and so does not model the e�et. Niazi and Bozorgnia (1991)

also �nd evidene, by examining residuals, of higher ground motion from re-

verse faulting and lower motion from normal faulting as ompared with the

mean, but it is not modelled beause the mehanisms of four earthquakes

are unknown. Crouse et al. (1988) split data by fault mehanism and �nd no

signi�ant di�erenes between thrust, normal and strike-slip. Spudih et al.

(1999) �nd no signi�ant di�erene between strike-slip and normal ground

motions in extensional regimes.

Abrahamson and Litehiser (1989) inlude a simple multipliative fator to

model di�erene in ground motion between reverse (and reverse-oblique) and

other soure mehanisms. Boore et al. (1994a) �nd marginal statistial signif-

iane for the di�erene between strike-slip and reverse-slip ground motion,

whih they later model as a multipliative fator (Boore et al., 1994b). Sadigh

et al. (1997) also model this di�erene using a multipliative fator (they in-

lude normal faulting ground motion in the strike-slip group beause it was
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not found to be signi�antly di�erent than strike-slip motion). Zhao et al.

(1997) and Cousins et al. (1999) inlude a multipliative fator to aount for

the di�erene between rustal reverse motion and other motions. Campbell

and Bozorgnia (2002) inorporate fators to model di�erene between strike-

slip (inluding normal), reverse and thrust ground motions. MVerry et al.

(2000) inlude fators, in their rustal earthquake equation, to model di�er-

enes between normal, reverse-oblique and reverse ground motions. Crouse

and MGuire (1996) try a multipliative fator, to predit the di�erene be-

tween reverse and strike-slip motion, in their equation but they �nd it is not

signi�ant and the inonsisteny of the result between soil lasses means it is

diÆult to attah signi�ane to fault type.

More omplex fators to model the di�erenes in ground motion aused by

di�erent fault mehanisms have reently been inluded in ground motion esti-

mation relations. Abrahamson and Silva (1997) inlude magnitude dependent

fault mehanism fators and Campbell and Bozorgnia (1994) and Campbell

(1997) inlude distane and magnitude dependent fators.

Sadigh and Egan (1998) provides di�erent equations for reverse and strike-

slip (inluding normal faulting) ground motion. This an inorporate omplex

multipliative fators (dependent on magnitude, distane and soil ategory)

relating ground motion assoiated with reverse faulting to that from strike-slip

faulting but it requires muh data to ensure that the preditions are realisti

for all ombinations of magnitude and distane.

Sharma (1998) does not attempt to inlude soure mehanism fators beause

soure mehanisms are not well de�ned for all earthquakes in his set of reords ,

whih ome from the southern Himalayas, and inluding too many oeÆients
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and a small amount of data may lead to errors.

Figure 3 ompares the estimated ratio of horizontal peak ground aelera-

tion and response spetral amplitudes between reverse and strike-slip fault-

ing earthquakes using some reent equations derived using data from shallow

rustal earthquakes. This �gure shows that reverse faulting earthquakes are

expeted to show signi�antly larger response spetral amplitudes (up to a

fator of 1:5) than strike-slip faulting earthquakes at short to intermediate

periods (T � 1 s) and lower spetral amplitudes for longer periods. However

there are onsiderable di�erenes in the estimated ratios of reverse to strike-

slip faulting ground motions between the di�erent sets of equations. These

di�erenes are due to di�erent de�nitions of reverse and strike-slip faulting,

di�erent sets of earthquakes and reords used and di�erent funtional forms

employed.

Reent attempts have been made to model di�erenes in ground motion due

to the general tetoni setting of the earthquake. Chiaruttini and Siro (1981)

were the �rst to expliitly onsider the tetoni setting (haraterised by the

earthquakes' geographial loation) by developing separate equations for three

di�erent areas (Friuli, Italy; Anona, Italy; and the rest of the Alpide belt)

and also one equation whih models the di�erenes by a multipliative fator.

Fukushima and Tanaka (1990) allow di�erent magnitude saling for western N.

Amerian earthquakes than for Japanese shoks. Youngs et al. (1997) inlude

a multipliative fator to predit the signi�ant di�erene between ground

motion from interfae and intraslab subdution zone earthquakes. Zhao et al.

(1997) also inlude a fator to aount for the di�erene between ground mo-

tion from interfae subdution zone shoks and other types of earthquake.

MVerry et al. (2000) inlude fators, in their subdution zone equation, to
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predit the di�erene between ground shaking from interfae and deep slab

shoks. Si and Midorikawa (2000) inlude two fators to model the di�er-

ene between rustal, interplate and intraplate Japanese earthquakes. A re-

ent study on modelling di�erenes between ground motion due to the general

tetoni setting is that by Parvez et al. (2001) who �nd large di�erenes in

ground motions between the eastern and western Himalayas.

Kobayashi et al. (2000) �nd their equation over predits ground motion from

interfae earthquakes ompared with intraslab motions. Crouse et al. (1988)

�nd some di�erenes between ground motion in di�erent subdution zones but

do not model them, partly beause some di�erenes may be beause of site

e�ets. Crouse et al. (1988) also try to �nd orrelations between seismote-

toni information (age, onvergene, dip, ontat width, maximum subdution

depth, maximum historial earthquake, maximum rupture length, stress drop

and seismi slip) and ground motion in eah zone. They �nd weak orrelations

for stress drop and the maximum historial earthquake but lak on�dene in

the results beause of unertainty in stress drop estimates.

Other studies have found that the di�erene between strong ground motion in

di�erent seismotetoni regions is not signi�ant. Sabetta and Pugliese (1987)

exlude reords from di�erent seismotetoni and geologial regions and repeat

their analysis and �nd predited PGA is similar. No signi�ant di�erene is

found between Guerrero (Mexio) ground motion and other Central Amerian

motion nor between subdution and shallow rustal strong ground motion by

Dahle et al. (1995). Sharma (1998) neglets tetoni type beause of a small

set of reords and beause only small di�erenes are expeted. Atkinson (1997)

heks for di�erenes in ground motion between rustal, interfae and intraslab

shoks and �nds no dependene on tetoni type.
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Azimuthal dependene of ground motion has been investigated in three stud-

ies. Sabetta and Pugliese (1987) �nd that some of their PGA values show

azimuthal dependene although this is not modelled beause it would require

more oeÆients and the diretion of the azimuthal e�et is di�erent from

region to region. Lungu et al. (1994, 1995b) split data into separate quad-

rants and �nd ground motion estimation equations for eah subset; they �nd

azimuthal dependene. The onlusions of this study are based on limited

strong-motion data in eah quadrant oming from only four earthquakes and

hene speial harateristis of these four earthquakes may explain the az-

imuthal dependene. This azimuthal dependene may also be partly due to

di�erenes in travel-paths.

8.1 Charaterisation of depth

Inorporation of depth through seletion riteria has been disussed in Se-

tion 4, this setion desribes how depth is inluded in the ground motion

estimation equation.

The use of distane measures whih ontain information on the depth of the

soure, i.e. hypoentral distane, rupture distane, seismogeni distane, en-

troid distane, energy entre distane, equivalent hypoentral distane or sur-

fae projetion distane with foal depth [as used by Ambraseys and Bommer

(1991), Sigbj�ornsson and Baldvinsson (1992) and Ambraseys (1995)℄ fores

deeper earthquakes to predit smaller ground motions than shallower shoks.

This is atually a path e�et.

For sets of earthquakes with depths up to about 250 km (for example those
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from subdution zones) a fator whih is exponentially dependent on depth

is often inluded as well as using a distane measure whih inludes depth

(hypoentral, entroid, energy entre or rupture distane) (Crouse, 1991; Lungu

et al., 1994, 1995b; Molas and Yamazaki, 1995; Atkinson, 1997; Youngs et al.,

1997; Zhao et al., 1997; Shabestari and Yamazaki, 1998; Cousins et al., 1999;

Shabestari and Yamazaki, 2000; Si and Midorikawa, 2000). Annaka and Nozawa

(1988), Molas and Yamazaki (1995) and Youngs et al. (1997) �nd it signif-

iantly inreases oeÆients of determination, R

2

, or alternatively dereases

the standard deviation. Kamiyama and Yanagisawa (1986) use suh a fa-

tor but employ epientral distane. De�nitions of depth used to haraterise

the soure have been foal depth (e.g. Atkinson, 1997), depth to top of fault

(e.g. Molas and Yamazaki, 1995), entroid depth (e.g. Zhao et al., 1997) and

average depth of fault plane (e.g. Si and Midorikawa, 2000).

Figure 4 ompares the predited e�et of depth on horizontal peak ground

aeleration for four equations derived for subdution zone earthquakes in

di�erent regions of the world. This �gure shows that the e�et of depth an be

signi�ant (for example the equation of Cousins et al. (1999) predits about

a fator of about four inrease in PGA as the depth inreases from 20 to

100 km) and that the rate of inrease in PGA with depth is similar in the

di�erent equations. There is a large di�erene, however, in the absolute size

of the predited PGAs between the di�erent equations of over a fator of

ten di�erene [ompare, for example, the estimate PGA using the equation of

Cousins et al. (1999) and that using the equation of Crouse (1991)℄.

Some studies (Kawashima et al., 1986; Crouse et al., 1988) have inluded suh

fators but have found that they do not signi�antly redue errors assoiated

with the equation. Campbell (1989) inludes a fator exponentially dependent
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on depth and alternatively one linearly dependent on depth but although

predition is improved, and the residual plots no longer show a dependene

on foal depth, he does not reommend the use of the equations beause foal

depths are assoiated with (possibly large) errors and hene the dependene

may be false. Campbell (1989) uses a set of earthquakes with a limited range

of foal depths (1:8 to 24:3 km) over whih foal depth dependene may not

exist. Ambraseys (1995) also notes that foal depths are poorly determined

and revises many foal depths using time between P and S-wave arrivals. This

unertainty in foal depths means that foal depth dependene is diÆult to

test unless the range of depths is muh greater than the errors assoiated with

eah depth estimate. Si and Midorikawa (2000) �nd that magnitude and depth

are positively orrelated so their assoiated oeÆients may be inorretly

determined, espeially when using rupture distane.

More omplex depth dependent terms are tried by Kawashima et al. (1986),

inluding fators whih are dependent on depth and magnitude and depth

and distane, but �nd there is no signi�ant inrease in the adjusted multi-

ple orrelation oeÆient. A depth dependent anelasti attenuation fator is

inluded and retained by Atkinson (1997).

Lungu et al. (1994, 1995b) �nd faster attenuation for deeper earthquakes om-

pared with shallower shoks (this is based on attenuation rates for a few indi-

vidual earthquakes) whereas Molas and Yamazaki (1995) group earthquakes

by depth and �nd similar preditions for eah group and for all the data to-

gether.
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9 Charaterisation of path

The distane travelled from the soure to the site, d, is the parameter used

in all ground motion estimation relations to haraterise the path, although

many di�erent de�nitions of this distane are used (see Setion 9.1).

9.1 De�nitions of soure-to-site distane

Joyner and Boore (1981) state that the orret distane to use in ground

motion estimation relations is the distane from the origin of the atual wave,

whih produed the measurement of ground motion (for example PGA or

SA), to the station but this is diÆult to determine for past earthquakes

and impossible to predit for future earthquakes. To overome this diÆulty

ten di�erent measures have been proposed to haraterise the distane to the

earthquake soure:

Epientral distane d

e

: Distane to the epientre of the earthquake, i.e. the

distane to the horizontal projetion of the rupture's starting point.

This is the easiest distane measure to use beause the epientre is the

loation information given for all earthquakes.

The use of epientral distane in hazard analysis is for small earthquakes

reasonably straightforward beause easily available atalogues of previous

epientres an be used as the future soures or if line or surfae soure zones

are used then epientres an be distributed on these soure zones.

Hypoentral distane d

h

: Distane to the hypoentre of the earthquake,

i.e. the distane to the rupture's starting point.

Like epientres, hypoentres are reported for most earthquakes but a-
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urate measures of foal depth are often diÆult to obtain unless there

is a good distribution of stations with distane from the soure (Gubbins,

1990). Most damaging earthquakes our within a shallow region of the rust

(about the top 30 km) and hene d

e

and d

h

beome equal at intermediate

and large distanes.

Sine foal depth beomes less important as the size of the earthquake

inreases (beause the earthquake ruptures the entire seismogeni layer) and

beause foal depths of small earthquakes, for whih depth is important,

are likely to be assoiated with large errors, the use of hypoentral distane

in ground motion estimation relations is unlikely to derease the standard

deviation of the �nal equation. This onlusion is only valid for shallow

rustal earthquakes.

The use of hypoentral distane in ground motion estimation relations

also means that further information needs to be gathered, ompared with

distane measures that do not inlude depth, during hazard assessment.

However, available atalogues of previous earthquakes usually ontain depth

information.

Rupture entroid distane d



: Distane to the entroid of the rupture.

This distane measure requires an estimate of the dimensions of the rup-

ture plane so that the entroid an be de�ned; it an be diÆult to de�ne

this plane. However, beause it is measured to a point soure unertainties

in de�ning the exat loation of the rupture plane will have less of an e�et

on rupture entroid distanes than for line or surfae measures.

Centre-of-energy-release distane d

E

: Distane to a point on the fault

rupture where energy onsidered to be onentrated (Crouse et al., 1988;

Crouse, 1991).

This distane is similar to rupture entroid distane.
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Surfae projetion distane (also alled Joyner-Boore or fault distane) d

f

:

Distane to the surfae projetion of the rupture plane of the fault (Joyner

and Boore, 1981); for a point within the projetion d

f

= 0.

For line or surfae distanes (EHD, D, d

f

, d

f;h

, d

r

and d

s

) and also the

point distanes d



and d

E

the loation of the rupture plane must be known.

The unertainties and problems involved in �nding rupture planes are dis-

ussed by workers developing relationships between magnitude and gross

harateristis of faulting suh as rupture length (e.g. Bonilla et al., 1984;

Wells and Coppersmith, 1994). Tehniques for de�ning the loation of the

probable rupture plane are disussed in Douglas (2001b).

Surfae projetion distanes an have large unertainties (up to 20 km for

ertain earthquakes and stations) beause there are no published studies

on the rupture plane or beause there are several and no obvious way of

deiding whih is best. The errors in surfae projetion distanes ould be

larger for earthquakes ourring during a sequene of similar sized shoks

when aftershoks and geodeti data are likely to be diÆult to use. Suh

earthquakes will probably have M < 6 and hene rupture lengths of around

10 km, so epientral distane will be more reliable than surfae projetion

distane. The urrent pratie of quoting surfae projetion distanes to

one deimal plae should not be taken as meaning that the distanes are

aurately known to 0:1 km.

Surfae projetion distane with foal depth d

f;h

: Distane to the pro-

jetion of the rupture on a plane at the foal depth.

The horizontal distane part of surfae projetion distane with foal

depth are obviously assoiated with the same unertainty as surfae proje-

tion distane and errors in foal depths have already been disussed.

Rupture distane (also alled soure or fault distane) d

r

: Distane to
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rupture surfae.

Estimates of this distane requires the same information as for d

f

together

with the depth of rupture whih like foal depth is diÆult to obtain for

many earthquakes. The vertial resolution of aftershok loations an be

poor and so it is diÆult to de�ne the dip of the fault.

For future earthquakes, rupture distane an be estimated using mapped

faults although it requires that the dip and depth of the faults are known.

Seismogeni distane d

s

: Distane to seismogeni rupture surfae, assumes

that the near-surfae rupture in sediments is non-seismogeni (Campbell,

1997).

Marone and Sholz (1998) �nd that well-developed faults, i.e. faults that

have undergone signi�ant net displaement and as a result ontain thik

zones of wear material (gouge), display an absene of seismiity in about

the top 3 km. Therefore suh faults may exhibit stable slip within this zone

and unstable slip below this depth where the gouge beomes onsolidated.

On the other hand poorly-developed faults, i.e. faults with little or no net

displaement and hene no appreiable gouge zone, display seismi failure

throughout the upper zone. Seismogeni distane is measured to the part of

fault where unstable slip ours.

Campbell (1997) believes that seismogeni distane an be `reliably and

easily determined for most signi�ant earthquakes' but, in fat, it has the

same diÆulties in its determination as rupture distane, whih an be large,

plus the requirement of de�ning depth to the seismogeni layer.

There will be little di�erene between rupture and seismogeni distane

if rupture distanes are de�ned to a rupture plane whih is de�ned by:

aftershok distribution, beause aftershoks do not our in stable slip zones;

or fault slip inversion, whih will de�ne the part of the rupture plane where
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most slip ourred whih orrelates with the unstable zone (e.g. Arhuleta,

1984; Marone and Sholz, 1998). Seismogeni distanes are only likely to

be signi�antly di�erent to rupture distanes for earthquakes with surfae

rupture whih if it ourred for a well-developed fault, suh as the Imperial

Valley fault, would be onsidered to be the result of unstable slip at depth

and not the stable slip in the gouge near the surfae.

Campbell (1997) provides an equation for estimating the minimum seis-

mogeni distane possible given M

w

, rupture width, dip of rupture, depth

to top of seismogeni zone and depth to bottom of seismogeni zone for a

future earthquake, if no other information is available. However, the use of

this equation in hazard assessment means that any redution in unertainty

brought about by the use of seismogeni distane, ompared with other

distane measures, will be reintrodued.

Elliptial distane D or average site to rupture end distane ASRED:

Mean of the distanes to the extremities of the fault surfae rupture (Bureau,

1978; Zhou et al., 1989), if no surfae rupture ourred then the projetion

of the top of the rupture should be used.

No measurements of the width or depth of rupture are needed so ellipti-

al distane has less unertainty than either surfae projetion, rupture or

seismogeni distanes.

One onsequene of using elliptial distane is that it automatially mod-

els near-�eld attening of the attenuation urves without needing an equiv-

alent depth term. For large magnitudes this at area inreases in size and

elliptial distane use fores a nonlinear inrease in aeleration with in-

rease in magnitude. The onsequene of using this distane is that the

magnitude dependent terms inluded in the deay part of ground motion

estimation equations by some authors (e.g. Campbell, 1981) do not need to
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be inluded separately (Douglas, 2001b).

As elliptial distane requires only the ends of a fault to be loated it

is easier to estimate for future earthquakes ourring along de�ned surfae

faults.

Equivalent hypoentral distane EHD: Distane from a virtual point soure

that provides the same energy to the site as does a �nite-size fault (Ohno

et al., 1993). De�ned by: 1=EHD

2

=

P

n

i=1

M

2

0;i

X

�2

i

=

P

n

i=1

M

2

0;i

, where n is

the number of segments on the rupture plane, M

0;i

is the seismi moment

density on the ith segment and X

i

is the distane between ith segment and

site.

It inludes the e�ets of fault size, fault geometry and inhomogeneous

slip distribution (Ohno et al., 1993). Ohno et al. (1996), Kawano et al.

(2000) and Si and Midorikawa (2000) use EHD to derive their ground motion

estimation equations.

To alulate EHD reliably requires muh more information about an

earthquake than other distane metris used in ground motion estimation

equations, namely it needs the distribution of displaement on the fault

plane (assuming that the soure time funtion is the same for all small seg-

ments on the fault plane) (Ohno et al., 1993). For large (M & 6:5), well

reorded earthquakes maps of suh distributions are being inreasingly pro-

dued and published although for the same earthquake there are oasion-

ally many di�erent interpretations of the rupture for the same earthquake.

Figure 6 ompares ontours of equal EHD for uniform moment release

along a horizontal line soure to linearly inreasing moment release along a

horizontal line soure.

EHD for faults with linearly inreasing moment release predits slower

deay of ground motion at the end where most moment is released ompared
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with the end where the moment release is least (Figure 6). As distane from

the fault inreases the ontours of equal EHD for both uniform and linearly

inreasing ground motion beome most irular and hene the deay of

ground motion is modelled as if the energy was released from a point soure.

For uniform moment release the point soure is at the entre of the fault

and for linearly inreasing moment it is near the end of the fault where

most of the moment was released. This ompares with surfae projetion

distane and rupture distane where the ontours of equal distane never

beome irular (see Figure 8) and so there is not one point soure from

whih all the energy is assumed to be radiated.

Reliable determination of the fault slip that ourred during an earth-

quake, whih is required for alulation of EHD, needs a large number of

near-�eld aelerograms. Therefore it an only be estimated where there

is a high density of aelerographs, suh as California, Japan and Taiwan.

Even when suh data does exists the determined fault slip is still not pre-

isely de�ned as an be demonstrated by omparing some of the di�erent

inversions of fault slip for the Imperial Valley earthquake (15/10/1979).

The earthquake has been, and ontinues to be, intensely studied beause of

the wealth of high-quality near-�eld strong-motion data and there have been

many di�erent fault slip determinations made. Figure 7 shows a omparison

of six of these inversions. From Figure 7 it an be seen that although there

are similarities between the inversions, suh as the area of large slip (about

2m) in the entre of the fault, there are also signi�ant di�erenes. These

di�erenes in slip translate into di�erenes in the EHDs for the stations

whih reorded the earthquake.

When no inversions of the fault slip have been made, either uniform slip

along the entire fault is assumed or hypoentral distane is used suh as
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was done by Ohno et al. (1996) for some small magnitude earthquakes and

for earthquakes with limited near-soure reordings.

As short period ground motions (inluding PGA) is aused by loal varia-

tions in the fault slip (Hanks and Johnson, 1976; MGarr, 1981; Boatwright

and Boore, 1982; MGarr, 1982) EHD is unlikely to improve the modelling

of suh motions as it is an average of the moment release over the entire fault

whih does not have a large e�et on short period motions. Therefore any

possible improvement in modelling the variation due to distane by using

EHD is probably likely to be for long period ground motions whih are more

dependent on the moment release over the entire fault. Ohno et al. (1996)

and Si and Midorikawa (2000) have not found signi�antly lower standard

deviations by using EHD rather than simpler distane metris.

EHD is obviously muh more diÆult to alulate than the more om-

mon distane measures suh as epientral, hypoentral, surfae projetion

or rupture distane.

At present the estimation of the pattern of fault slip in future earthquakes

is impossible therefore the use of EHD in hazard analysis is also impossible

exept if uniform or simple slip patterns (see Figure 6) are assumed.

For all these reasons, although EHD, ompared with simpler distane met-

ris, is a more physially-based distane metri and possibly has the ability

to more adequately model the variations in long period ground motions, its

use in ground motion estimation relations will not signi�antly redue the

assoiated unertainty.

Idriss (1978) splits distane measurements into two groups: those measured

to a point (d

e

, d

h

, d



and d

E

) and those measured to a line or surfae (d

f

,

d

f;h

, d

r

, d

s

, D and EHD). Some of these distane measures obey inequalities:
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d

f

� d

r

� d

s

(d

f

= d

r

for vertial ruptures whih reah the surfae and for

points on the foot wall of ruptures whih reah the surfae) and d

f

� d

e

� D.

At large distanes from the soure all measures beome almost equal, thus at

great distanes whih is used is unimportant.

Figure 8 shows the ontours of equal distane using the epientral, surfae pro-

jetion, rupture and elliptial distanes from a fault of length 50 km, width

20 km, dip 30

Æ

whih reahed the surfae, with the hypoentre at the bottom of

the north eastern orner of the rupture. Only these four di�erent distanes are

plotted beause hypoentral, surfae projetion with foal depth and seismo-

geni distanes all have similar harateristis to those ontours for epientral,

surfae projetion and rupture distane respetively. Figure 8 shows the di�er-

ent assumptions, of how ground motion attenuates with distane, made when

di�erent distane metris are used.

The most ommon form of deay term is a power law deay (whih orresponds

to geometri deay due to the spreading of waves from a soure) using a mod-

i�ed distane, R, therefore the deay term is R

��

. Distane is often modi�ed

through the addition of a onstant, i.e. R = d + � (e.g. Esteva, 1970), or by

assuming that the soure is at some depth, h, and then using the slant dis-

tane, R =

p

d

2

+ h

2

(e.g. Joyner and Boore, 1981). The atual distane, d,

is not usually used, exept when hypoentral distane (e.g. Caillot and Bard,

1993) or mainly far-�eld data (e.g. Singh et al., 1987) is used, beause for

small d unrealistially high values of ground motion are predited. The form

R = d+ � does not orrespond to a physial situation (even though Donovan

and Bornstein (1978) suggest it does), unlike the form R =

p

d

2

+ h

2

, and

hene relating the deay rate, �, found using this form to the real deay rate

of di�erent types of seismi waves is not orret. Often the alulated deay
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rate using R = d+ � as opposed to R =

p

d

2

+ h

2

is greater, for example M-

Cann Jr. and Ehezwia (1984) use one set of PGA values and �t both forms of

distane dependene and �nd using the �rst form (with � = 25 km assigned)

� = �1:915 whereas using the seond form (with h = 3:852 km found through

regression) � = �0:913. Only in the far �eld, d� �, does (d+ �)

��

atually

give a deay rate � against d and hene only the deay rates where there is

muh data (usually d � �) should be ompared.

The power, �, whih ontrols the deay rate is either �xed or found during

the regression. Joyner and Boore (1981) onstrain � to unity beause this is

the deay rate for body waves whih they assume ause the peak ground a-

eleration; this hoie of � has been followed by many other authors (e.g. Am-

braseys and Bommer, 1991; Munson and Thurber, 1997). Garia-Fernandez

and Canas (1995) onstrain � to

1

2

beause they assume their peak aeler-

ation is assoiated with Lg waves. Ambraseys and Bommer (1991) also use

� = 0:83 beause they assume PGA is assoiated with the Airy phase. Camp-

bell (1981) onstrains � to 1:75 whih he says is representative of far-�eld deay

of PGA, although note this is for R = d+� and hene it may be larger than if

R =

p

d

2

+ h

2

was used. Kamiyama et al. (1992) and Kamiyama (1995) on-

strain the deay rate to �1:64 using results from other studies. Often though

� is found during the regression whih is better, sine the equation would �t

the data more losely, but requires a well distributed set of data in terms of

distane and not too many other oeÆients to �nd. Joyner and Boore (1983)

state that they onstrain � to 1 in Joyner and Boore (1981) beause they

believe their data did not permit a physially meaningful, simultaneous deter-

mination of a spreading oeÆient and a oeÆient of anelasti attenuation.

If the data is insuÆient then nonphysial oeÆients an be found whih
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although apparently math the data well, predit unrealisti ground motions

at the edges of the data spae.

Campbell (1981) introdues the onept of magnitude dependent � or h, whih

means that the part of the attenuation urve (roughly the near �eld) with

smaller deay rate than that in the far �eld is not onstant for all sizes of

earthquakes. This is known as distane saturation. Usually � and h are of the

form A exp(BM), whereM is the magnitude, beause this makes the attened

region of the urve proportional to the size of the fault rupture zone whih

has been found to be exponentially dependent on magnitude (e.g. Ambraseys

and Jakson, 1998). Kamiyama et al. (1992) and Kamiyama (1995) give a

model where PGA is ompletely independent of distane within a zone whih is

exponentially dependent on magnitude. Joyner and Boore (1981), Sabetta and

Pugliese (1987), Boore et al. (1994a) and Ambraseys (1995) �nd no evidene

for magnitude dependent h for their data and distane de�nition (distane

to surfae projetion of rupture), although Sabetta and Pugliese (1987) state

that their experiment is not onlusive due to the distribution of data (there

are only a few near-�eld reords from large magnitude earthquakes in their

set of reords). Joyner and Boore (1981) prefer a magnitude independent h

beause fewer oeÆients need to be found.

Campbell (1997) models di�erent deay for thrust(-oblique) and reverse(-

oblique) faults than that for other soure mehanisms (strike-slip and normal).

This e�et must be due to di�erent seismi waves being predominant in a-

elerograms from earthquakes with di�erent soure mehanisms beause the

travel path is independent of the soure mehanism.
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Trifuna and Lee (1989) and Lee (1993) use an attenuation term that is de-

pendent on foal depth, magnitude and orrelation radius of soure funtion

(whih an be approximated by shear-wave veloity).

Campbell (1997), Youngs et al. (1997) and Campbell and Bozorgnia (2002)

model di�erent deay rates for sites in di�erent soil ategories. This idea,

although it may be supported by their data, only has a physial meaning

(di�erent loal site ampli�ations) as a site e�et and not as a path e�et

beause although loally the soil may be known this does not mean suh

geology is onstant along the travel path. Gaull (1988) and Yamabe and Kanai

(1988) present models with magnitude dependent deay rates even in the far

�eld. In the far �eld all earthquakes are seen by the site as point soures and

hene the far-�eld deay rate should be independent of magnitude.

Reorded strong ground motion is omposed of many types of seismi waves

(P, S, Lg and surfae waves). These wave attenuate with individual rates,

therefore di�erent waves dominate at di�erent distanes, making the deay of

peak ground motion omplex. Trifuna and Brady (1975, 1976) and Trifuna

(1976) model this by using the distane alibration funtion used for the al-

ulation of M

L

, derived by Rihter (1958), whih has a hange of slope at

d = 75 km beause for d < 75 km body waves predominate, with deay � d

�1

,

where as for d > 75 km surfae waves predominate, with deay � d

�1=2

. Dahle

et al. (1990b,a) also inorporate a hange of slope into their deay term (al-

though it is not a smooth transition from one deay rate to another) whih

models the hange from spherial spreading, i.e. d

�1

, of S waves to ylindri-

al spreading, i.e. d

�5=6

, of Lg waves at 100 km, although they note that the

point where the slope hanges depends on rustal struture and foal depth.

Theoretial onsideration of the importane of rustal struture on the rate
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of deay of seismi waves is ontain within, for example, Burger et al. (1987)

and Suhadol and Chiaruttini (1987). MCann Jr. and Ehezwia (1984) on-

sider an expression of the near-�eld response of an elasti whole spae whih

inorporates the �rst and seond order geometrial spreading terms through

an expression, (A=d

2

+B=d)

C

, whih allows the peak ground motions to ome

from the ombined e�et of two di�erent types of wave.

Joyner and Boore (1981) introdue a term, of form exp kR, to model anelasti

deay. This has been adopted by a number of subsequent authors (e.g. Am-

braseys and Bommer, 1991; Sigbj�ornsson and Baldvinsson, 1992) although

often the geometrial deay power, �, is �xed at unity so that a realisti, i.e.

negative, anelasti oeÆient is found. If � is not �xed then k is often found

to be positive (e.g. Ambraseys et al., 1996), whih predits inreasing ground

motion for inreasing distane at large distanes.

Abrahamson and Litehiser (1989) only inlude an anelasti term for inter-

plate earthquakes. Atkinson (1997) inludes a depth dependent anelasti de-

ay term. Cousins et al. (1999) and MVerry et al. (2000) inlude a term to

aount for the higher anelasti deay due to the waves travelling through a

volani region. Lee (1995) inludes an anelasti deay term whih beomes

the only deay term for distanes greater than a distane dependent on foal

depth, magnitude and orrelation radius of soure funtion. Trifuna (1976)

states that beause the representative frequeny of peak amplitudes varies

with distane and beause the relative digitisation noise also hanges with

distane it is diÆult to inlude an anelasti deay term.

Abrahamson and Silva (1997) inlude a term, whih is dependent on distane,

for sites on the hanging wall of a fault rupture. Their term probably aounts
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for a site on the hanging wall seeing more of the rupture plane than a site on

the foot wall but their ompliated form for this term may not be justi�ed by

their limited amount of data.

Donovan and Bornstein (1978) use a ompliated distane dependene, involv-

ing geometrial deay but also fators whih model magnitude and distane-

dependent deay. Suh a form of distane dependene, although it may be

supported by their data, is unneessarily omplex, when it does not redue

the unertainty assoiated with ground motion predition, espeially beause

they �t their non-linear equation, ontaining 6 oeÆients, to only 59 reords

from 10 earthquakes.

Bolt and Abrahamson (1982) use a form of distane dependene whih does

not have a physial basis, i.e. they do not try to estimate geometrial deay

or anelasti deay oeÆients (Bolt and Abrahamson, 1983). Bolt and Abra-

hamson (1983) state the reason for their hoie was to provide a form that

will predit aelerations validly, partiularly near the soure.

10 Charaterisation of site

Loal site onditions at an aelerograph station an dramatially a�et the

strong ground motion reorded, for example Shenk (1984) relates the great

variability in reorded ground motions up to 30 km to di�erent site onditions.

Therefore attempts are made in most ground motion estimation relations to

model the e�et of di�erent near-surfae ground onditions on strong motion.

Some publiations (e.g. Lungu et al., 1995b) however, use data from a wide

variety of sites with di�erent properties (ranging from sti� soil to very soft
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soil sites) and do not try to model or examine any di�erenes. Equations that

do not examine or model di�erenes in site response are of limited value,

espeially when the equations are for intermediate- and long-period spetral

ordinates, whih an be signi�antly a�eted by loal site onditions.

Data seletion riteria, whih seek to limit the aelerograms used to those

reorded at stations with similar loal site onditions, are the simplest teh-

niques whih have been employed. Esteva (1970), Faioli (1978), Ohsaki et al.

(1980b), Campbell (1989), Dahle et al. (1990b), Mohammadioun (1994a) and

Xiang and Gao (1994) restrit their data to those from sites omparable to

sti� lay or ompat onglomerate, soft soil sites, bedrok sites, deep soil

(depth greater than 10m) sites, rok sites, rok sites with V

s

� 750ms

�1

and

basement rok sites respetively. Some studies do not selet reords from a

homogeneous set of sites but only exlude those whih are a�eted by signi�-

ant soil ampli�ation or non-linearity (usually soft soil sites) (e.g. MGuire,

1977; Campbell, 1981; Ohno et al., 1996; Sadigh et al., 1997; MVerry et al.,

2000; Si and Midorikawa, 2000). Other studies (Iwasaki et al., 1980; Ohsaki

et al., 1980a; Chiaruttini and Siro, 1981; Kawashima et al., 1986; Huo and

Hu, 1991; Caillot and Bard, 1993; Crouse and MGuire, 1996; Sadigh et al.,

1997) inlude data from di�erent site ategories but perform the regression

on subsets of reords with the same site lassi�ation. The advantage of this

method is that non-linear soil behaviour is impliitly inluded, beause the

magnitude and distane saling for eah site ategory is independent of that

for the other ategories. Unless there are a lot of reords and the distributions

within eah lass are similar, di�erenes between the predited ground motion

on di�erent types of sites may not be signi�ant and may be simply due to

the lak of omparable data.
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Two studies have taken this idea to its extreme and only used reords from

a single station (Denham and Small, 1971; Singh et al., 1987). Niazi and

Bozorgnia (1991) use reords from the SMART-1 array, where the stations

have essentially idential site onditions, but �nd that there is still muh un-

ertainty. Suh studies are of limited use for design beause strutures will

not be built on the exat loation of the instrument nor is it easy to deide

whether another loation has similar site onditions to the aelerograph sta-

tion. However, suh studies are of use for researh about loal site e�ets and

also about the auses and properties of the satter assoiated with equations

for the estimation of strong ground motions.

The most ommonly used tehnique to inorporate site e�ets into an ground

motion estimation relation is to use multipliative fators between ground mo-

tion at one type of site and that at another. Trifuna (1976) introdues this

method; he uses three site ategories and the multipliative fator between

basement rok and intermediate type rok is fored to be half the multiplia-

tive fator between solid hard basement rok and alluvium sites thus limiting

the generality of the method. The number of multipliative fators used is

usually one less than the number of site ategories used, thus allowing di�er-

ent salings amongst the site ategories (e.g. Boore et al., 1993; Lawson and

Krawinkler, 1994; Ambraseys et al., 1996; Sabetta and Pugliese, 1996; Chap-

man, 1999). Lee (1995) lassi�es stations into three geologial site lasses and

two loal soil lasses, although the di�erene between geologial and loal

sales is not lear, so there are six ategories in total but only three fators.

All the data is used to derive the magnitude and distane saling, making

the oeÆients more robust, and removing bias from the ampli�ation fators

between the di�erent site lasses due to the distribution of the data. Possi-
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ble non-linear behaviour though annot be modelled by these fators beause

they are equal throughout the dataspae. A ombination of this method with

the more general method explained above was used by Crouse and MGuire

(1996), who ompute multipliative fators for two of their four soil ategories

beause of the lak of data within the two ategories. Caillot and Bard (1993)

initially derive equations for eah of their two site ategory subsets separately

but �nd that the magnitude and distane oeÆients of the two sets of equa-

tions are not signi�antly di�erent so they employ a simple multipliative

fator. This shows that non-linear e�ets are probably not that important,

although Caillot and Bard (1993) use a set of reords with many weak motion

time-histories so the non-linear e�ets may be masked.

Some studies have insuÆient data to derive adequate site ategory multi-

pliative fators so they adopt multipliative fators from previous studies

(e.g. Atkinson, 1997; Spudih et al., 1999). If the site ategories used in the

two studies are similar enough then this is a valid proedure beause true site

oeÆients should only depend on loal site onditions at the stations.

Multipliative fators between ground motion on di�erent types of site are

not always modelled as the same throughout the data spae. MGuire (1978)

attempts to inlude a distane dependent multipliative fator but it is not

statistially signi�ant; a magnitude dependent fator, although statistially

signi�ant, does not redue satter and MGuire (1978) thinks it may be bi-

ased due to lak of rok reords so it is not adopted. Campbell (1997) inorpo-

rates distane dependent site fators and Cousins et al. (1999), MVerry et al.

(2000) and Campbell and Bozorgnia (2002) inlude distane and magnitude-

dependent site fators. Although Youngs et al. (1997) develop two separate

equations for deep soil and rok sites they employ a joint regression method,
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beause there is not enough data to apply regression to the individual subsets.

Non-linear soil behaviour is expliitly aounted for in Abrahamson and Silva

(1997) through the use of a fator whih inludes the predited PGA on rok;

a fator also inluded by MVerry et al. (2000) although they adopted the o-

eÆients of Abrahamson and Silva (1997) beause they have too few reords

to give realisti estimates of the oeÆients. This problem highlights the main

disadvantage of using suh ompliated fators, namely that a large, well dis-

tributed set of reords is required to �nd robust estimates of oeÆients in a

non-linear equation.

Choies of site ategories into whih a station is plaed is ontrolled by the

quality of available site information. Complex lassi�ations annot be used,

even if desired, unless there is adequate data for all the sites used (Spudih

et al., 1999). Thus early studies (e.g. MGuire, 1978; Joyner and Boore, 1981)

and some reent studies (e.g. Zhao et al., 1997; Spudih et al., 1999) simply

use a binary lassi�ation of soil (or alluvium) and rok. Usually a site is las-

si�ed as soil (or alluvium) if it has soil of more than between 4 (Joyner and

Boore, 1981) and 20m (Abrahamson and Silva, 1997) thik, beause a shallow

soil layer is not thought to greatly a�et the ground motion. Some studies

though have found that shallow soil sites have signi�antly higher ground mo-

tions than rok or sti� soil sites and that rok and deep soil sites have similar

ground motion (Campbell, 1981; Sabetta and Pugliese, 1987; Campbell, 1989)

although this is for PGA (a high frequeny parameter) whih is less a�eted

by loal site onditions. Ambraseys and Bommer (1991) attribute the appar-

ent small dependene of horizontal PGA on site lassi�ation to the lak of

available information whih ompelled them to use a simple binary system.

As more site information on strong-motion stations has beome available the
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number of site lasses used has grown, so that there are three or more at-

egories of inreasing sti�ness (roughly inreasing shear-wave veloity) (e.g.

Trifuna, 1976; Kawashima et al., 1986; Fukushima and Tanaka, 1990; Law-

son and Krawinkler, 1994; Campbell, 1997; Chapman, 1999; Kobayashi et al.,

2000). Some studies de�ne the boundaries of the ategories in terms of shear-

wave veloity (e.g. Boore et al., 1993; Ambraseys et al., 1996) but in fat there

are no shear-wave veloity measurements for many of the stations they use,

so a rough lassi�ation is made. Due to the diÆulty of �nding site informa-

tion Theodulidis and Papazahos (1992) examined the PGV/PGA ratio for

some of their Alaskan sites to deide whether they were rok or soil, whih

is based on empirial formulae whih �nd di�erenes in this ratio due to the

loal site onditions. There is some unertainty in suh formulae, due partly

to the variability of ground motion and partly to the aelerogram orretion

method used to �nd PGV and hene lassi�ation based on PGV/PGA is

unreliable. Sadigh and Egan (1998) show that PGV/PGA depends on mag-

nitude, distane and soure mehanism and not just site onditions and so

are is needed in interpreting PGV/PGA ratios in terms of site onditions.

However, Deanini et al. (2000) show that useful information on site ondi-

tions an be obtained from PGV/PGA and so it is a useful tehnique if no

measured wave veloities are available. In an attempt to redue the subjetiv-

ity of lassifying Greek stations into rok or alluvium ategories Theodulidis

and Papazahos (1992) use the opinion of seven speialists and then use the

average lassi�ation; this is a time-onsuming proess.

Examination of residuals for sites with di�erent soil ategories is a useful

method for sets of reords where site information is not omplete, and hene

annot be inluded expliitly within the equation. This type of analysis was
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performed by Abrahamson and Litehiser (1989).

To overome the subjetivity of soil ategories some studies have used diretly

measured properties of the ground beneath the aelerograph station. The

most ommonly used measurement is the near-surfae shear-wave veloity, V

s

.

Blume (1977) �nds that the site impendene, �V

s

(where � is the density of

the ground whih is approximately a onstant), is the best measure of site

ondition and he uses it to derive site fators for his equation although the

paper is not entirely lear how this is done. Joyner and Fumal (1984) use the

average shear-wave veloity to one-quarter the wavelength of waves of period

of onern (although often these shear-wave veloities are extrapolated using

geologial data); the basis of this hoie is energy onservation along ray tubes.

Shear-wave veloity is usually only measured down to shallow depths so 30m

is often used as the referene depth to whih to ompute the average shear-

wave veloity, although Boore et al. (1994a) state that ideally they would like

to use depth to one quarter wavelength. Boore et al. (1994a) and Ambraseys

(1995) inlude site fators based on average shear-wave veloity to 30m in

their equations. Unlike other formulations to inorporate site onditions into

ground motion estimation relations, diretly using shear-wave veloity has the

advantage of being physially based so the oeÆients an be examined to

hek that they are reasonable. Also it is better beause there is no need for

subjetive ategories (Ambraseys, 1995). This has two advantages: �rstly no

deisions need to be made about the ategories to use or whih ategory a

partiular station is in and seondly when the equation is used for design the

shear-wave veloity at the site an be measured and used diretly in the for-

mula, removing the need for more subjetive judgement on the part of the

designer who does not know exatly how site lassi�ations were originally
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done. The major problem with using V

s

is that there are no published mea-

surements at most strong-motion stations, espeially those outside California

or Japan (Ambraseys, 1995; Spudih et al., 1999). Di�erent hoies of the

referene depth to ompute the average V

s

an lead to di�erent results (Am-

braseys, 1995) so subjetivity is not ompletely removed although Boore et al.

(1994a) believe one-quarter wavelength depth is the best to use but for long

periods this is hundreds of metres for whih the data is urrently unavailable.

Another disadvantage of this method is that surfae waves ould be important

(Joyner and Fumal, 1984; Boore et al., 1994a), espeially for long periods, and

their ampli�ations are not modelled by using V

s

diretly in the equation like

it is at present (Joyner and Fumal, 1984). Also it does not model the e�et of

the thikness of attenuating material (Boore et al., 1994a) or resonane e�ets

(Joyner and Fumal, 1984).

Some studies have used site fators based on other measurements whih an

possibly overome some of the disadvantages of shear-wave veloity, although

not all have a physial basis. Joyner and Fumal (1984) inlude site fators

based on V

s

and depth to underlying rok, H, and �nd orrelation for long

periods but no orrelation for short periods although they state it is inappro-

priate to use depth to rok at present beause the San Fernando strong-motion

data does not show any signi�ant orrelation. Trifuna (1980) and Trifuna

and Lee (1989) inlude a multipliative fator whih is exponentially depen-

dent on the depth of sedimentary deposit although Trifuna and Lee (1989)

note that this is not always known at every loation so they also provide an

equation using simple site ategories. A ombination of depth to rok and site

ategories is employed by Lee (1993) and Campbell (1997) although Camp-

bell uses a omplex depth saling fator. Combinations of depth to rok and
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site ategories are not the most eÆient site parameters beause they are not

stritly independent, for example if a site is lassi�ed as rok then the depth

to rok must be zero. This orrelation ould ause problems when oeÆients

of both these fators are sought.

A single parameter whih is a rough ombination of shear-wave veloity and

depth to bedrok is the natural period of the site, T , whih for a single layer

equals 4H=V

s

. The need to inlude a term reeting expliitly loal ampli�a-

tion dependent on natural period of the soil is noted by Benito et al. (1992)

beause they �nd little orrelation between simple soil ategories and ground

motion. A fator exponentially dependent on natural period is inluded by

Tong and Katayama (1988) and Sun and Peng (1993), although Tong and

Katayama (1988) �nd that it has little e�et on estimation. Using natural

period expliitly rather than depth to rok and shear-wave veloity redues

generality beause if both H and V

s

are inluded there are more oeÆients to

be determined, allowing modelling of attenuation e�ets through the soil layer

(whih depends on depth) and also impedane (whih depends on shear-wave

veloity). Also the natural period of the site is less available for strong-motion

reording sites than is shear-wave veloity and hene it is easier to use shear-

wave veloity than natural period of the site.

The most site spei� proedure is to use individual oeÆients for eah sta-

tion. This idea was introdued by Kamiyama and Yanagisawa (1986) (although

Kobayashi and Midorikawa (1982) developed a method whih is similar) and

has sine been adopted in many Japanese studies (Kamiyama et al., 1992;

Fukushima et al., 1995; Molas and Yamazaki, 1995; Shabestari and Yamazaki,

1998; Kawano et al., 2000; Shabestari and Yamazaki, 2000). Its two advan-

tages are that no site information is required about the stations inluded in
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the set of reords, hene eliminating subjetive soil ategories or the need to

measure shear-wave veloity or similar quantities, and all site e�ets should be

modelled through the use of automatially derived transfer funtions. To use

this method a large number of reords are required for eah station, hene its

use in Japan where there is an abundane of data, otherwise the station oef-

�ients are not adequately determined. For example, if eah station reorded

only one earthquake then the standard deviation of the ground motion esti-

mation equation would be zero beause the individual site oeÆients would

equal the residuals from the regression without any site fators. This though

would not be orret beause the derived oeÆients annot be related to site

response but ould be due to either soure, path or site e�ets. A number

of reords at eah station are required, with di�erent soure and path on-

ditions, before the site oeÆients tend to the true values, whih gives the

orret transfer funtion for eah site. Kamiyama and Yanagisawa (1986) �nd

a good agreement between the site oeÆients (transformed to ampli�ation

spetra) and the ampli�ation spetra predited using the shear-wave velo-

ity pro�les of the stations. Molas and Yamazaki (1995) �nd weak orrelation

between station oeÆients and soil ategories although there is muh satter.

Unless the individual site oeÆients an be related to the theoretial transfer

funtion at eah station or to some other feature of the site, ground motion

estimation relations inluding these individual fators are impossible to use for

the predition of ground motion at a site whih is not within the original set of

reords. Even if a relation ould be found between site harateristis and the

oeÆients, the use of suh equations in seismi hazard analysis, where many

sites are onsidered, would require detailed information on all those under

investigation.
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The most omputational intensive method for inluding loal site e�ets within

an ground motion estimation study is to onvert all the reorded time-histories

from sites with a variety of properties to time-histories whih would have been

reorded on a site with given properties. This proedure was adopted by An-

naka and Nozawa (1988), who use 1D propagation theory to transform reords

from sites with V

s

< 300ms

�1

to reords from sites with V

s

> 300ms

�1

,

and Kawano et al. (2000), who strip o� the e�ets of the uppermost lay-

ers of ground under a station to get a reord whih omes from a site with

0:5 � V

s

� 2:7 kms

�1

. Altering the reorded time-history in this way ould

lead to inreased unertainty beause the ground motion is not simply a�eted

by the ground diretly under the station (1D e�et) but by the ground within

an unde�ned area (2D and 3D e�ets).

No published ground motion estimation relation onsiders topographial ef-

fets exept those whih exlude reords believed to be a�eted by topography,

see Setion 4, and Zhao et al. (1997) who inlude in their rok ategory reords

from stations where topographi e�ets are expeted.

Figure 5 ompares the estimated ratio of horizontal peak ground aeleration

and response spetral amplitudes between soft soil sites and hard rok sites and

between sti� soil sites and hard rok sites using some reent equations. This

�gure shows that soil sites are expeted to show signi�antly larger response

spetral amplitudes (up to a fator of 2:5) than rok sites at almost all periods

of engineering interest with the maximum ratio ourring around T = 1 s.

However there are onsiderable di�erenes in the estimated ratios of soil and

rok ground motions between the di�erent sets of equations. Compare, for

example, the estimated ratios using the equations of Campbell and Bozorgnia

(2002), whih predit large ratios (up to a fator of 2:5 for soft and sti� soil),
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and those of Lussou et al. (2001), whih predit muh smaller ratios (up to

a fator of 1:3 for sti� soil and 1:6 for soft soil). These di�erenes are due to

di�erent site lassi�ations, di�erent sets of sites and reords used and di�erent

funtional forms employed.

11 Analysis tehniques

The majority of ground motion estimation studies use the ordinary least

squares method (or an unspei�ed proedure) to derive the oeÆients of

their equation. However, more omplex proedures have been developed to

overome problems enountered due to the inhomogeneity, in terms of inde-

pendent parameters, of most strong-motion sets. These inhomogeneities are

listed below.

� In most strong-motion sets, unless they are speially seleted, there is a

strong orrelation between magnitude and distane of the reords, beause

larger earthquakes an be deteted at greater distanes than smaller earth-

quakes.

� There is an abundane of aelerograms from large distanes (from between

about 50 and 200 km) and there still is a lak of near-�eld data from large

earthquakes whih are most important for seismi design.

� Some earthquakes (for example San Fernando) our within a region with

a large number of aelerographs so there are many available reords.

Regression tehniques have been developed to ounterat the ill e�et on the

estimated oeÆients (and hene preditions) aused by eah of these hara-

teristis.
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Donovan (1973) was the �rst to �nd that orrelation between magnitude and

distane leads to hanges in the derived oeÆients. The regression method

most often used to redue the e�et of magnitude and distane orrelation

is the two-stage tehnique introdued by Joyner and Boore (1981). In this

method, the distane dependent oeÆients are derived �rst, using individ-

ual amplitude saling fators for eah earthquake. In the seond stage the

magnitude-dependent oeÆients are derived by �tting a urve to these ampli-

tude saling fators. Fukushima and Tanaka (1990) ondut simple numerial

experiments to show that for sets with a strong orrelation between magnitude

and distane the distane dependene is redued, when ordinary least squares

is used, ompared with the deay assoiated with an individual earthquake.

They �nd the two-stage method yields distane oeÆients similar to those as-

soiated with individual earthquakes. This usefulness of the two-stage method

has also been demonstrated by Abrahamson and Litehiser (1989), Fukushima

et al. (1995), Molas and Yamazaki (1995), Sharma (1998) and Sharma (2000)

for their highly orrelated (orrelation oeÆients up to 0:63) magnitude and

distane values. Sabetta and Pugliese (1987), Boore et al. (1994a), Ambraseys

(1995), Ambraseys et al. (1996) and Sabetta and Pugliese (1996) have found

that one-stage and two-stage methods yield similar preditions, espeially at

intermediate distanes where there is most of the data. Ambraseys and Bom-

mer (1991) prefer a one-stage method beause more than half the earthquakes

in their set of reords were only reorded by one instrument and in the seond

stage these are exluded from the alulation of the magnitude dependene,

thereby omitting a large proportion of their data from the regression. Spudih

et al. (1999) also use a one-stage method beause two-stage methods underesti-

mate the earthquake-to-earthquake omponent of variation for sets of reords

like theirs with many singly-reorded earthquakes. Caillot and Bard (1993)
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state that the two-stage method may be misleading beause for some spetral

periods it does not redue the variane; they also �nd signi�ant hanges in

preditions between one and two-stage methods. A similar tehnique is ap-

plied by Orphal and Lahoud (1974), who use data from the well-reorded San

Fernando earthquake to �nd the distane dependent oeÆient and then the

rest of the data, from other less well-reorded earthquakes, to de�ne the mag-

nitude saling. Gaull (1988) applied a variation of this method. This method

assumes that the distane deay is the same for all earthquakes; an assump-

tion whih is not neessarily justi�ed. MCue et al. (1988) implemented the

reverse of this idea, �rstly �nding the magnitude dependene by examining

PGA for many events reorded at the same distane and then using all data

to �nd the distane dependene.

A more omplex proedure to overome the e�et of a strong orrelation be-

tween magnitude and distane (orrelation oeÆient 0:84) was developed

by Tong and Katayama (1988). It is based on a `reliability' parameter for

eah earthquake, it is the produt of the number of reords from that earth-

quake and the oeÆient of determination of a regression equation, derived

for eah earthquake individually, whih estimates the geometrial deay rate.

Using earthquakes with `reliability' values greater than unity they �nd that a

weighted average, using the `reliability' values, leads to a distane dependene

oeÆient whih is not a�eted by the orrelation between magnitude and

distane.

A method was introdued by Trifuna (1976), where the set of reords is split

up into 24 di�erent magnitude, site and omponent (horizontal or vertial) in-

tervals. The magnitude, site, omponent and on�dene interval dependent o-

eÆients are alulated using one PGA value from eah interval. This method
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redues the possible bias in the oeÆients due to a large number of reords

with similar magnitudes. Another proedure to redue this bias was used by

Blume (1980). The data is divided into distane dependent bands and within

eah band a regression equation dependent on magnitude is found whih is

used to alulate the predited ground motion at a single point within the

interval. Eah of these points is used to �nd the overall distane dependent

oeÆient.

By far the most ommon tehnique for minimizing possible bias, due to a

many reords with similar assoiated distanes and magnitudes, is weighted

regression. Huo and Hu (1991) divide their dataspae into magnitude-distane

intervals within whih eah reord has a weight equal to the reiproal of

the number of reords within that interval and then all subdivisions have

equal weight. Similar shemes have been implemented by Caillot and Bard

(1993) and Crouse and MGuire (1996). Si and Midorikawa (2000) give near-

soure reords muh higher weight than those from large distanes. Caillot and

Bard (1993) and Munson and Thurber (1997) �nd that weighting an have a

signi�ant e�et on the preditions.

To give more weight to near-�eld PGA values, whih are more important for

engineering design, Bolt and Abrahamson (1982) use non-linear regression on

the untransformed PGA rather than on the logarithm of PGA. They believe

that the equation derived by Joyner and Boore (1981) is not strongly a�eted

by the near-�eld data, limiting its usefulness. The statistial assumption be-

hind the analysis of Bolt and Abrahamson (1982) is that the unertainty

assoiated with PGA is the same for all levels of ground motion (Draper and

Smith, 1981, pp. 237{238). This assumption must be false beause otherwise

using the standard deviation assoiated with the equation, to derive predited
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ground motion for perentiles less than 50%, would lead to the predition

of negative PGA (by de�nition a positive quantity). Also working diretly on

the untransformed PGA violates the requirement of the standard least-squares

method that the residuals be homosedasti, i.e. that the residuals are sim-

ilarly distributed with respet to the predited value and the independent

parameters.

The problem of well-reorded earthquakes (for example San Fernando, Impe-

rial Valley and Northridge) having an unwanted strong inuene on the regres-

sion [as noted by Trifuna (1976)℄ is also usually redued through a weighting

sheme; an idea �rst introdued by Campbell (1981). Campbell (1981) divides

the dataspae into a number of distane intervals within whih eah reord is

weighted by a relative weighting fator equal to the reiproal of the number

of reords within that interval from the earthquake with whih the reord is

assoiated. Variations on this proedure have been adopted by MCann Jr.

and Ehezwia (1984), Abrahamson and Litehiser (1989), Campbell (1989), Ni-

azi and Bozorgnia (1991), Sun and Peng (1993), Campbell (1997) and Sharma

(1998). The two-stage method of Joyner and Boore (1981) also redues the

bias due to well-reorded shoks. The opposite weighting is applied by Si and

Midorikawa (2000) who give more weighting to the well-reorded earthquakes.

Donovan and Bornstein (1978) �nd that, although 32% of their data is from

one earthquake (San Fernando), no bias is introdued

Campbell (1997) tries to redue the bias due to a number of reordings being

made at lose sites during the same earthquake [the same possible bias that

Boore et al. (1993) redue by inluding only one reord from similar sites

whih were less than 1 km apart℄ through a weighting sheme.
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Ambraseys and Bommer (1991) hoose not to apply weights with their re-

gression analysis beause it involves assumptions whih are diÆult to verify.

The ordinary least-squares method is applied by Xu et al. (1984), who justify

its use by the small number of reords they employ. Campbell and Bozorgnia

(2002) do not apply weights for their regression beause of the relatively uni-

form distribution of their reordings with respet to magnitude and distane.

The �nal reason for not using the ordinary least-squares tehnique is so that

the oeÆients obtained are physially realisti. For highly non-linear forms

of the equation, where a small hange in one oeÆient strongly a�ets an-

other oeÆient's value, speial tehniques need to be employed. Dahle et al.

(1995) use a Bayesian one-stage method to yield physially possible oeÆ-

ients. Crouse and MGuire (1996) apply onstraints to their oeÆients so

that predited ground motion is an inreasing funtion magnitude and de-

reasing funtion of distane. Kamiyama et al. (1992) obtain one of their o-

eÆients, whih ontrols how far the at part of the attenuation urve (where

there is no deay with distane) extends, by a trial and error proess so it

is onsistent with empirial estimates of fault length. If the unonstrained

oeÆients are nonphysial then it means that the data used is insuÆient

for the omplexity of equation employed. This is a problem with MVerry

et al. (2000) who use a very omplex funtional form for their ground motion

estimation relation and then must use many oeÆients from Abrahamson

and Silva (1997) beause their set is insuÆient to derive realisti oeÆients.

Campbell (1997) notes that his adopted funtional form has too many oeÆ-

ients so it is neessary to perform the analysis in many steps �nding di�erent

sets of oeÆients at eah stage to ensure a stable result is obtained. Yamabe

and Kanai (1988) apply a two-stage regression, whih removes the problems
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aused by produts of independent variables beause the two stages onsist of

ordinary linear regression. This method though annot be used for the vast

majority of non-linear funtional forms whih have been proposed.

The other method for obtaining physially realisti oeÆients is by using sub-

sets of the data for di�erent parts of the analysis. This is espeially useful for

data whih is dominated by far-�eld reords but where the adopted equation

involves oeÆients whih are only important in the near �eld. Donovan and

Bornstein (1978) divide their data aording to distane and �nd the equa-

tion by least squares (no details of this proess are provided in the paper).

Abrahamson and Litehiser (1989) group their data into 0:5 magnitude unit

intervals and �t simple equations to eah subset, the oeÆients of whih are

then used to �nd the overall funtional form and oeÆients of their non-

linear distane saturation term, whih ontrols the predited ground motion

in the near �eld. A similar tehnique is employed by Huo and Hu (1991) and

Si and Midorikawa (2000) to �nd the oeÆients of their distane satura-

tion terms although they use the data from a seletion of earthquakes rather

than magnitude-binned data. Only the earthquakes assoiated with the most

reliable information (those with M

s

> 6:0) are used by Theodulidis and Pa-

pazahos (1992) to �nd distane oeÆients whih fores them to adopt a

four-stage regression tehnique to inorporate all the other data.

Shenk (1982, 1984) �ts the equation to PGA values by eye and not through re-

gression analysis. Shenk (1982) does this beause the least squares method is

often highly dependent on marginal observations, meaning that ertain points

an have a large inuene on the derived oeÆients. Although this is true,

�tting an equation by eye is not an objetive method, and so annot be re-

peated by another person and get the same result, and it is impossible to use
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for ompliated funtional forms where the data annot be visualised easily.

Only one published ground motion estimation relation (Huo and Hu, 1991)

makes the important observation that the independent variables used in ground

motion estimation relations (for example magnitude and distane) are assoi-

ated with their own unertainties. They develop a method based on weighted

onsistent least-squares whih takes the unertainties in magnitude and dis-

tane into aount when deriving the equation. The equations and standard

derivations derived by Huo and Hu (1991) using this method and using a stan-

dard method that assumes the independent parameters are exat are similar.

For predition purposes it is best to assume that there are no errors in the

independent parameters beause the standard method gives the equation that

minimises the least-squares error in predition. However, if the oeÆients in

the equation are of interest, for example to ompare with oeÆients predited

on a theoretial basis, then a regression method that assumes there are errors

in the independent parameters is better.

Brillinger and Preisler (1984, 1985) introdue the maximum-likelihoodmethod

for deriving equations for the estimation of strong ground motion. The method

is also known as the random e�ets method (Abrahamson and Youngs, 1992).

In the random-e�ets tehnique the error is assumed to onsist of two parts: an

earthquake-to-earthquake omponent, whih is the same for all reords from

the same earthquake, and a reord-to-reord omponent, whih expresses the

variability between eah reord not expressed by the earthquake-to-earthquake

omponent. The standard deviation of these two errors is found along with

the oeÆients. This method is thought to take better aount of the fat

that eah reord from the same earthquake is not stritly independent. Joyner

and Boore (1993) provides a good disussion of this method. This regression
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method has beome the most ommonly used method and is used by, for

example, Boore et al. (1993), Abrahamson and Silva (1997) and Spudih et al.

(1999).

12 Conlusions

From the above disussion it an be seen that little agreement has been reahed

in the past thirty years of ground motion estimation relation studies, in terms

of data seletion; haraterisation of soure, path or site; or regression teh-

niques employed. Workers have hosen their tehniques based on the available

data, whih varies greatly with geographial region.

The method hosen must also depend on the purpose to whih the equations

are to be used. For example, if the equations are to be used for seismi hazard

analysis of a large region for whih only rude site information is available

deriving an equation using omplex site fators whih are diÆult to orrelate

with the rude site information would make the hazard analysis more om-

pliated, although the derived equations with the omplex site fators may

model the physis of the problem better. If, however, the equation was to be

used for a spei� site for whih detailed soil and wave veloity pro�les are

available inluding omplex site response modelling in the equation would be

justi�ed and useful.

The ground motion reorded during a partiular earthquake at a partiular

site is the the result of a nonlinear ombination of many fators. As has been

shown above many di�erent hoies have been made in deriving equations

for the estimation of strong ground motion therefore it is diÆult to orre-
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late apparent di�erenes in the estimated ground motions the seismotetoni

onditions of the areas where the aelerograms used were reorded. This is

beause of di�erenes in magnitude sale, distane metri and site lassi�-

ations used, funtional form adopted and, probably mainly, beause of the

distribution of the data used in terms of magnitude and distane.

Estimated ground motions from reent equations for most ombinations of

magnitude and distane math losely, see Figure 2. Estimated ground motions

from early equations, however, show a large dispersion, see Figure 9 whih

shows di�erenes of up to a fator of ten in predited PGA for a M

w

= 4:5

earthquake at d

f

= 50 km using the equations of Trifuna (1976) and Esteva

and Villaverde (1973). The large di�erenes in early equations to estimate

ground motions are beause of a lak of data, espeially near-�eld data from

large earthquakes, a lak of detailed soure, path and site information and

the simple tehniques used to derive the equations. As strong-motion data

has beome more quantiful and of higher quality and the tehniques used to

derive the equations more sophistiated the predited ground motions have

beome more similar.

There are, however, a number of important questions in ground motion esti-

mation on whih there is disagreement. Examples of these are given below.

� For whih regions of the world are strong ground motions signi�antly dif-

ferent than ground motions in other regions? If ground motions in ertain

regions of the world are suÆiently similar to those in other regions data

from these di�erent areas an be ombined to improve the robustness of the

derived equations.

� How do near-�eld ground motion amplitudes sale with magnitude?
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� What is the most appropriate distane metri to use? This will depend

on the type of data available (it is impossible to use a omplex metri

where information on the fault rupture is not available) and also on the

type of earthquakes under onsideration (foal depth has been shown to

signi�antly a�et ground motion amplitudes and hene its inlusion for

areas a�eted by deep earthquakes is important).

� What is the best way to inlude site e�ets into the equations?

Many fators are known to a�et ground motions reorded at a site (Boore,

1983; Joyner, 1987; Joyner and Boore, 1988; Anderson, 1991; Douglas, 2001b)

that are negleted in urrently used equations for the estimation of earthquake

ground motions. These fators inlude: stress onditions in the rust inluding

stress drop (both stati and dynami), rupture propagation leading to di-

retivity e�ets, radiation pattern, di�ering deay rates for di�erent types of

wave, variations in subsurfae topography (basin e�ets), foussing and topog-

raphy. Negleting these fators leads to large standard deviations when suh

equations are used. These large standard deviations mean that earthquake en-

gineers must inlude large fators of safety into their designs. Figure 10 shows

the unertainty (de�ned in as a fator of one standard deviation) of published

equations for the estimation of horizontal peak ground aeleration against the

date when the equation was �rst published. It shows that in the past thirty

years there has been little or no derease in the assoiated standard deviations

of the alulated equations to estimate strong ground motions. This artile has

showed, however, that eah step of the proedure followed in deriving these

equations has been srutinised and improvements suggested.

In order to improve the preision of ground motion estimates new indepen-

dent parameters, suh as more sophistiated site haraterisation, need to be
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inluded into the equations. Examples of suh independent parameters that

should be inluded in future equations, beause they an be measured before

an earthquake ours, are: stati stress drop and rustal struture, both of

whih are regionally dependent; the e�et of basins, whih is espeially impor-

tant for long-period ground motions; resonane and impedane e�ets in the

soil deposits beneath the site; and non-linear site response. To inlude these

e�ets needs, however, detailed information whih, unfortunately, is urrently

laking, espeially in Europe and the Middle East.

Ground motion estimation using strong-motion reords is still an rapidly

evolving subjet and every year about �ve new sets of equations are derived

and published. Therefore a future review suh as this will probably empha-

sise di�erent points than onsidered here. Future studies should onentrate

on trying to answer the still outstanding issues mentioned above and should

make full use of the available data.
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A General harateristis of published equations for estimating

peak ground aeleration

Table A.1 gives the general harateristis of published equations for estimat-

ing peak ground aeleration. The olumns are:

H Number of horizontal reords (if both horizontal omponents are used

then multiply by two to get total number)

V Number of vertial omponents

E Number of earthquakes

M

min

Magnitude of smallest earthquake

M

max

Magnitude of largest earthquake

M sale Magnitude sale (sales in brakets refer to those sales whih the main

M values were sometimes onverted from, or used without onversion,

when no data existed), where:

m

b

Body-wave magnitude

M

C

Chinese surfae wave magnitude

M

CL

Coda length magnitude

M

D

Duration magnitude

M

JMA

Japanese Meteorologial Ageny magnitude

M

L

Loal magnitude

M

bLg

Magnitude alulated using Lg amplitudes on short-period, vertial

seismographs

M

s

Surfae-wave magnitude

M

w

Moment magnitude

d

min

Shortest soure-to-site distane

d

max

Longest soure-to-site distane
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d sale Distane measure, where:

d



Distane to rupture entroid

d

e

Epientral distane

d

E

Distane to energy entre

d

f

Distane to projetion of rupture plane on surfae (Joyner and Boore,

1981)

d

h

Hypoentral (or foal) distane

d

q

Equivalent hypoentral distane (EHD) (Ohno et al., 1993)

d

r

Distane to rupture plane

d

s

Distane to seismogeni rupture plane (assumes near-surfae rupture

in sediments is non-seismogeni) (Campbell, 1997)

S Number of di�erent site onditions modelled, where:

C Continuous lassi�ation

I Individual lassi�ation for eah site

C Use of the two horizontal omponents of eah aelerogram, where:

B Both omponents

C Randomly hosen omponent

G Geometri mean

L Larger omponent

M Mean (not stated what type)

O Randomly oriented omponent

R Resolved omponent

U Unknown

V Vetorially resolved omponent, i.e. square root of sum of squares of

the two omponents

R Regression method used, where:

1 Ordinary one-stage
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1B Bayesian one-stage

1M Maximum likelihood one-stage (Joyner and Boore, 1993)

1W Weighted one-stage

2 Two-stage (Joyner and Boore, 1981)

2M Maximum likelihood two-stage (Joyner and Boore, 1993)

2W Two-stage with seond staged weighted as desribed in Joyner and

Boore (1988)

O Other method

U Unknown

M Soure mehanisms (and tetoni type) of earthquakes (letters in brakets

refer to those mehanism whih are separately modelled), where:

A All (this is assumed if no information is given in the referene)

B Interslab

F Interfae

I Intraplate

N Normal

O Oblique

R Reverse

S Strike-slip

T Thrust

`+' refers to extra reords from outside region used to supplement data. (. . . )

refer either to magnitudes of supplementing reords or to those used for part of

analysis. * means information is approximate beause either read from graph

or found in another way.
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Table A.1: Charateristis of published equations for estimat-

ing peak ground aeleration.

Referene Area H V E M

min

M

max

M sale d

min

d

max

d sale S C R M

Milne and Daven-

port (1969)

W. USA U - U U U U U U d

e

1 U U A

Esteva (1970) W. USA U - U U U U 15* 500* d

h

1 U U A

Denham and

Small (1971)

Yonki, New

Guinea

8 - 8 U U M

L

2

U U d

h

1 U U A

Denham et al.

(1973)

Papua New

Guinea

25 - 25 5.2 8.0 M

L

80* 300 U 1 U 1 A

Donovan (1973) Mostly W.

USA but 100+

foreign

678 - U <5 >8 U 3* 450* d

h

1 U U A

Esteva and

Villaverde (1973)

W. USA U - U U U U 15* 150* d

h

1 B U A

Orphal and La-

houd (1974)

California 140 - 31 4.1 7.0 M

L

15 350 d

h

1 U O A

Ambraseys (1975) Europe 58 - U

3

3.5 5.0 M

L

5 35 d

h

1 U

4

U A

ontinued on next page

2

State that it is Rihter magnitude whih assume to be M

L

3

Ambraseys and Bommer (1995) state that uses 38 earthquakes.

4

Ambraseys and Bommer (1995) state that uses larger omponent.

1
0
6



Table A.1: ontinued

Referene Area H V E M

min

M

max

M sale d

min

d

max

d sale S C R M

Trifuna and

Brady (1975),Tri-

funa (1976) &

Trifuna and

Brady (1976)

W. USA 181 181 57 3.8 7.7 Mostly

M

L

6

5

* 400

6

*d

e

3 B O A

Blume (1977) California &

W. Nevada

795

7

- U U U M

L

U U d

h

2
(1)

B U A

MGuire (1977) W. USA 34 - 22 5.3 7.6 M

L

14 125 d

h

1 B U A

Milne (1977) W. USA 200* - U 3.5 7.7 U 1 380 d

h

1 U U A

Donovan and

Bornstein (1978)

W. USA 59 - 10 5.0 7.7 U

8

0.1 321 d

E

, d

r

and d

h

1 B O A

ontinued on next page

5

Note only valid for R � 20 km

6

Note only valid for R � 200 km

7

Total earthquake omponents (does not need to be multiplied by two) for magnitude and distane dependene. Uses 2713 underground

nulear explosion reords for site dependene.

8

Idriss (1978) �nds magnitudes to be mixture of M

L

and M

s

.

1
0
7



Table A.1: ontinued

Referene Area H V E M

min

M

max

M sale d

min

d

max

d sale S C R M

Faioli (1978) Mostly W.

USA & Japan,

some foreign

47

9

- 23 4.9 7.8 U

10

15 342 d

h

1 B U A

MGuire (1978) W. USA 70 - 17+* 4.5* 7.7 U

11

11* 210* d

h

2 B U A

A. Patwardhan et

al. (1978)

12

Worldwide 63 (32) - 25

(23)

4 (5.3) 7.7

(7.8)

M

s

U U d

r

2 B U A

Cornell et al.

(1979)

W. USA 70 - U U U M

L

U U d

h

1 C U A

Aptikaev and

Kopnihev (1980)

Worldwide Many

100s

- (70*) U
(59)

U U U U U d

h

1 U U A (T,

TS, S,

SN,

N)

13

Blume (1980) W. USA 816 - U 2.1 7.6 U 0 449 d

h

1 B 1,

O

A

ontinued on next page

9

Total earthquake omponents (does not need to be multiplied by two)

10

Idriss (1978) believes majority are M

s

.

11

Idriss (1978) �nds magnitudes to be mixture of M

L

, m

b

and M

s

.

12

Reported in Idriss (1978).

13

Assume dip-slip means normal mehanism.

1
0
8



Table A.1: ontinued

Referene Area H V E M

min

M

max

M sale d

min

d

max

d sale S C R M

Iwasaki et al.

(1980)

Japan 301 - 51 >5.0 <7.9 M

L

14

<20 >200 d

e

4 U 1 A

Ohsaki et al.

(1980b)

Japan 75 75 U 4 7.4 U 6 500 d

h

1 U 1 A

Campbell (1981) W. USA+8

foreign

116 - 27 5.0 7.7 M

L

for

M < 6:0

and M

s

other-

wise

0.08 47.7 d

r

1 M O A

Chiaruttini and

Siro (1981)

Europe & Mid.

East

224 - 117 2.7 7.8 M

L

(m

b

) 3 480 d

h

1 L 1 A

Joyner and Boore

(1981)

W. N. Ameria 182 - 23 5.0 7.7 M

w

(M

L

)

0.5 370 d

f

2 L 2 A

Bolt and Abra-

hamson (1982)

W. N. Ameria 182 - 23 5.0 7.7 M

w

(M

L

)

0.5 370 d

f

1 L O A

PML (1982) Europe + USA

+ others

113 - 32 4.3 8 M

s

0.1 330 d

e

or d

f

1 U U A

Shenk (1982) Unknown 3500 - U 2.5 6.5 M

s

2 600 d

h

1 U O A

ontinued on next page

14

State that it is Rihter magnitude whih assume to be M

L

1
0
9



Table A.1: ontinued

Referene Area H V E M

min

M

max

M sale d

min

d

max

d sale S C R M

Joyner and Fumal

(1984)

W. N. Ameria 182 - 23 5.0 7.7 M

w

(M

L

)

0.5 370 d

f

C L 2 A

Kawashima

et al. (1984) &

Kawashima et al.

(1986)

Japan 197 - 90 5.0 7.9 M

JMA

5* 550* d

e

3 R 1 A

MCann Jr. and

Ehezwia (1984)

N. Ameria +

foreign

83 - 18 5:0+ U M

w

U U d

r

1 U O A

Shenk (1984) Unknown 3500 - U 2.5 6.5 U 2 600 d

h

1 U O A

Xu et al. (1984) N. China 19 - 10 4.5 7.8 M

w

(M

L

for M <

6:0, M

s

for M �

6:0)

10.1 157 d

e

1 L 1 A

Kawashima et al.

(1985)

Japan - 119 90* 5.0* 7.5* M

JMA

5* 500* d

e

3 - 1 A

Peng et al. (1985) N.E. China 73 - 20 3.7 7.8 M

C

2 442.5 d

e

1 U 1 A

PML (1985) USA + Europe

+ others

203 - 46 3.1 6.9 M

s

0.1 40 d

r

1 U U A (S, T)

ontinued on next page

1
1
0



Table A.1: ontinued

Referene Area H V E M

min

M

max

M sale d

min

d

max

d sale S C R M

MCue (1986) E. Australia U - U 1.7 5.4 M

L

2.5 134 d

h

1 U U A

C.B. Crouse

(1987)

15

S. California U - U U U M

s

U U d

r

1 B U A

Sabetta and

Pugliese (1987)

Italy 95 - 17 4.6 6.8 M

s

for

M �

5:5, M

L

other-

wise

1.5,

1.5

179,

180

Both d

f

& d

e

2 L 1 A

K. Sadigh

(1987)

16

W. USA +

others

U - U U U M

w

U U d

r

2 B U A (S, R)

Singh et al. (1987) Mexio 16 - 16 5.6 8.1 M

s

282 466 d

r

1 U 1 A

Algermissen et al.

(1988)

Viinity of San

Salvador

82 - U U U M

s

U U d

h

1 M U A

Annaka and

Nozawa (1988)

Japan U - 45 U U U U U U 1 U 1 A

ontinued on next page

15

Reported in Joyner and Boore (1988).

16

Reported in Joyner and Boore (1988).

1
1
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Table A.1: ontinued

Referene Area H V E M

min

M

max

M sale d

min

d

max

d sale S C R M

K.W. Campbell

(1988)

17

Worldwide U - U � 5 U M

L

for

M < 6:0

and M

s

other-

wise

U <50 d

s

2 M U A (S, R)

Fukushima

et al. (1988)

& Fukushima and

Tanaka (1990)

Japan+200 W.

USA

486+200 - 28+15 4.6(5.0) 8.2(7.7) M

s

(M

JMA

)

16

(0.1)

303

(48)

d

h

,

d

r

for 2

Japanese

& all US

4 G 2 A

Gaull (1988) S.W. W. Aus-

tralia

25+ - 12+ 2.6 6.9 M

L

2.5 175 d

h

1 U O A

Joyner and Boore

(1988)

W. N. Ameria 182 - 23 5.0 7.7 M

w

(M

L

)

0.5 370 d

f

2 L,

O

2W A

MCue et al.

(1988)

S.E. Australia 62 - U 0.5* 6* M

L

5* 833 d

e

1 U O A

Petrovski and

Marellini (1988)

Europe 120 - 46 3 7 U 8 200 d

h

1 L U A

ontinued on next page

17

Reported in Joyner and Boore (1988).

1
1
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Table A.1: ontinued

Referene Area H V E M

min

M

max

M sale d

min

d

max

d sale S C R M

Tong and

Katayama (1988)

Kanto (Japan) <227 - <27 4.5* 7.9* U 10* 750* d

e

C L O A

Yamabe and

Kanai (1988)

Japan U - 22 5.3 7.9 U U U d

h

1 U O A

Youngs et al.

(1988)

Worldwide

subdution

zones

197+389 - 60 5 8.1

(8.2)

18

M

w

(M

s

,

m

b

)

15*

(20*)

450*

(450*)

d

r

, d

h

for

M

w

.

7:5

1 G 1W A (B,F)

Abrahamson and

Litehiser (1989)

75%+ Califor-

nia, rest for-

eign

585 585 76 5.0 8.1 M

s

for

M

s

�

6:0, M

L

(m

b

)

other-

wise

0.08 400 d

r

1 L O A (R &

RO, I)

Campbell (1989) W. N. Ameria

+ 3 from Man-

agua

190 - 91 2.9 5.0 M

L

0.6 18.3 d

e

1 M O A

Alfaro et al.

(1990)

Guatemala,

Niaragua &

El Salvador

20 - 12 4.1 7.5 M

s

1 27 d

e

1 L U A

ontinued on next page

18

Consider equations valid for M

w

� 8

1
1
3



Table A.1: ontinued

Referene Area H V E M

min

M

max

M sale d

min

d

max

d sale S C R M

Ambraseys (1990) W. N. Ameria 182 - 23 5.03 7.7 M

w

(M

L

)

0.5 370 d

f

2 L 2 A

Campbell (1990) Unknown U - U U U M

L

for

M < 6,

M

s

for

M � 6

U U d

s

1 U U A

Dahle et al.

(1990b) & Dahle

et al. (1990a)

Worldwide

intraplate

regions

87 - 56 2.9 7.8 M

s

(M

L

,

m

b

,

M

CL

)

6 1300 d

h

1 L 2 A

Jaob et al.

(1990)

E. N. Ameria U - 8 1.8 6.4 m

b

�
20

820 U

19

1 U O A

Sen (1990) Whittier Nar-

rows area

72* - 11 2.2 3.5 M

L

12* 21* d

h

1 U 1M A (T)

Sigbj�ornsson

(1990)

Ieland U - U U 5.8

20

U U U d

f

1 U U A

Tsai et al. (1990) Worldwide <217 - <51 4.9* 7.4 M

w

3* 150* d

r

1 M U T (S,O)

ontinued on next page

19

Free (1996) believes it is d

h

.

20

This is M

s

.

1
1
4



Table A.1: ontinued

Referene Area H V E M

min

M

max

M sale d

min

d

max

d sale S C R M

Ambraseys and

Bommer (1991)

& Ambraseys and

Bommer (1992)

Europe & Mid.

East

529 459 H:219,

V:191

4 7.34 M

s

1 H:313,

V:214

d

f

for

M

s

&

6:0, d

e

other-

wise

1 L 1,

2

A

Crouse (1991) Worldwide

subdution

zones

697

21

- U 4.8 8.2 M

w

(M

s

,

M

JMA

)

>8 >866 d

E

,

d

h

for

M < 7:5

1 B 1 A

Huo and Hu

(1991)

W. USA with

25 foreign

383+25 - 14+2 5.0 7.4

(7.3)

M

L

or

m

b

for

M < 6:0

and M

s

other-

wise

0.1 227

(265)

d

f

2 B O A

I.M. Idriss (1991)

reported in Idriss

(1993)

Unknown 572 - 30* 4.6 7.4 M

L

for

M < 6,

M

s

for

M � 6

1 100 d

r

, d

h

for

M < 6

1 U U A

ontinued on next page

21

Total number of omponents, does not need to be multiplied by two.

1
1
5



Table A.1: ontinued

Referene Area H V E M

min

M

max

M sale d

min

d

max

d sale S C R M

Niazi and Bozorg-

nia (1991)

SMART-1 ar-

ray, Taiwan

236 234 12 3.6 7.8 M

L

(M

D

)

for

M

L

<

6:6, else

M

s

3.1

22

119.7

22

d

h

1 M 2W A

Ambraseys et al.

(1992)

USA + Europe

+ others

504 - 45 3.1 6.87 M

s

0.5 39 d

f

, d

e

for

some

1 L 1 A

Kamiyama

et al. (1992)

& Kamiyama

(1995)

Japan 357 - 82 4.1 7.9 M

JMA

3.4 413.3 d

h

I B O A

Sigbj�ornsson

and Baldvinsson

(1992)

Ieland 262 - 39 2.0 6.0 U 2 80 d

f

2 B,L 2 A

Taylor Castillo

et al. (1992)

Niaragua, El

Salvador &

Costa Ria

89 - 27 3.0 7.6 M

s

6 210 d

h

1 L U A

ontinued on next page

22

Distane to entre of array

1
1
6



Table A.1: ontinued

Referene Area H V E M

min

M

max

M sale d

min

d

max

d sale S C R M

Tento et al.

(1992)

Italy 137 - 40 4 6.6 M

L

3.2 170 d

f

for

M

L

�

5:7, d

e

other-

wise

1 L 2 A

Theodulidis

and Papazahos

(1992)

Greee+16 for-

eign

105+16

23

- 36+4 4.5

(7.2)

7.0

(7.5)

M

s

, M

w

,

M

JMA

1
(48)

128

(236)

d

e

2 B O A

Boore et al.

(1993) & Boore

et al. (1997)

W. N. Ameria 271 - 20 5.1

24

7.7 M

w

0 118.2 d

f

3 L,

G

2M A

Campbell (1993) Worldwide U - U U

25

U M

L

for

M < 6:0

and M

s

other-

wise

U U

26

d

s

2 M O A (T,S)

ontinued on next page

23

Total number of omponents does not need to be multiplied by two

24

Boore et al. (1997) revise this magnitude to 5:87. New minimum magnitude is 5:2.

25

Considers equation valid for M � 4:7.

26

Considers equation valid for d � 300 km.

1
1
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Table A.1: ontinued

Referene Area H V E M

min

M

max

M sale d

min

d

max

d sale S C R M

MVerry et al.

(1993) &

MVerry et al.

(1995)

New Zealand 256 - 31* 5.1 7.3 M

w

13 312 d



or d

h

1 L 1 A, R

Sadigh et al.

(1993) & Sadigh

et al. (1997)

California with

4 foreign

960+4 U 119+2 3.8

(6.8)

7.4

(7.4)

M

w

0.1

(3)

305

(172)

27

d

r

for

some, d

h

for small

ones

2 G U A(R,S)

Singh et al. (1993) Niaragua, El

Salvador &

Costa Ria

89 - 27 3.0 7.6 M

s

6 210 d

h

1 V O A

Sun and Peng

(1993)

W. USA with 1

foreign

150+1 - 42+1 4.1 7.7 M

L

for

M < 6,

else M

s

2* 150* d

e

C R 1 A

Boore et al.

(1994a) & Boore

et al. (1997)

W. N. Ameria 271

(70)

- 20 (9) 5.1

28

(5.3)

7.7

(7.4)

M

w

0 118.2

(109)

d

f

C L,

G

1M,

2M

A
(R,S)

29

ontinued on next page

27

Equations stated to be for distanes up to 100 km

28

Boore et al. (1997) revise this magnitude to 5:87. New minimum magnitude is 5:2.

29

CoeÆients given in Boore et al. (1994b)

1
1
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Table A.1: ontinued

Referene Area H V E M

min

M

max

M sale d

min

d

max

d sale S C R M

Fukushima

et al. (1994)

& Fukushima

et al. (1995)

3 vertial ar-

rays in Japan

285 284 42 5.0 7.7 M

JMA

60* 400* d

h

I B 1,2 A

Lawson and

Krawinkler

(1994)

W. USA 250+ - 11 5.8 7.4 M

w

U 100 d

f

3 U 1M A

Lungu et al.

(1994)

Romania � 300 125 4 6.3 7.4 M

w

U U d

h

1 U 1 A

Musson et al.

(1994)

UK + 30* for-

eign

15 +

30*

- 4+16 3 (3.7) 3.5

(6.4)

M

L

70*

(>1.3)

>477.4

(200*)

d

h

1 U

30

O A

Radu et al.

(1994), Lungu

et al. (1995a)

& Lungu et al.

(1996)

Romania 106 - 3 6.7(M

L

)

or

7.0(M

w

)

7.2(M

L

)

or

7.5(M

w

)

U

31

90* 320* d

h

1 L 1 A

ontinued on next page

30

Free (1996) believes it is largest horizontal omponent.

31

It is not lear whether use Rihter magnitude (M

L

) or M

w

.

1
1
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Table A.1: ontinued

Referene Area H V E M

min

M

max

M sale d

min

d

max

d sale S C R M

Ramazi and

Shenk (1994)

Iran 83 83 20 5.1 7.7 M

s

32

� 8 �
180

d

h

for

most, d

r

for 19

33

2 U U A

Xiang and Gao

(1994)

Yunnan,

China + 114

W. N. Ameria

131+114 - U 2.5* 7.6* M

s

(M

L

)

2* 120* d

e

1 L U A

Ambraseys (1995) Europe and

Mid. East

830 620 334 4.0 7.3 M

s

0* 260* d

f

for

M

s

>

6:0, d

e

other-

wise

1 L 2W A

Dahle et al.

(1995)

Cen. Ameria 280 - 72 3* 8* M

w

(M

s

,

m

b

,M

D

)

6* 490* d

h

2 L 1B A

Garia-Fernandez

and Canas (1995)

Iberian Pen. 57 367 U 3.1 5.0 M

bLg

U U d

e

1 U U A

ontinued on next page

32

Some may be m

b

beause in their Table 1 some earthquakes to not have M

s

given but do have m

b

. If so new minimum is 5.0.

33

They state it is `losest distane from the exposure of ruptured part of the fault, instead of foal distanes' so may not be rupture

distane.

1
2
0



Table A.1: ontinued

Referene Area H V E M

min

M

max

M sale d

min

d

max

d sale S C R M

Lee et al. (1995) W. N. Ameria 1926 1926 297 1.7 7.7 Usually

M

L

for

M � 6:5

and

M

s

for

M > 6:5

2 200+ d

h

9,

3
�

C

U 1 A

Lungu et al.

(1995b)

Romania 106 - 3 6.7(M

L

)

or

7.0(M

w

)

7.2(M

L

)

or

7.5(M

w

)

U

34

U U d

h

1 L 1 A

Molas and Ya-

mazaki (1995)

Japan 2166 - 387 4.1* 7.8* M

JMA

8* 1000* d

r

for 2

earth-

quakes,

d

h

oth-

erwise

I L O A

Sarma and Free

(1995)

E. N. Amer-

ia

35

77 - 33 2.8 5.9 M

w

(m

b

,

M

L

, M

s

)

0 820 d

f

or d

e

2 U 1 A

ontinued on next page

34

It is not lear whether use Rihter magnitude (M

L

) or M

w

.

35

Also derive equations for Australia and N. E. China

1
2
1



Table A.1: ontinued

Referene Area H V E M

min

M

max

M sale d

min

d

max

d sale S C R M

Ambraseys et al.

(1996) & Simpson

(1996)

Europe & Mid.

East

422 - 157 4.0 7.9 M

s

(unspe-

i�ed)

0 260 d

f

for

M

s

>

6:0, d

e

other-

wise

3 L 2W

36

A

Ambraseys and

Simpson (1996) &

Simpson (1996)

Europe & Mid.

East

- 417 157 4.0 7.9 M

s

(unspe-

i�ed)

0 260 d

f

for

M >

6:0, d

e

other-

wise

3 - 2W

37

A

Bommer et al.

(1996)

El Salvador &

Niaragua

36 - 20 3.7 7.0 M

s

62 260 d

h

1 L U A

Crouse and

MGuire (1996)

Cen. & S. Cal-

ifornia

238 - 16 6.0 7.7 M

s

0.1 211 d

r

4 G 1W R,S

(R,S)

Free (1996) &

Free et al. (1998)

Stable onti-

nental regions

558 478 H:

222,

V:

189

1.5 6.8 M

w

0 820 d

f

for

some, d

e

for most

2 L 1 A

ontinued on next page

36

Ambraseys et al. (1996) state it is two-stage of Joyner and Boore (1981) but in fat it is two-stage method of Joyner and Boore (1988).

37

Ambraseys et al. (1996) state it is two-stage of Joyner and Boore (1981) but in fat it is two-stage method of Joyner and Boore (1988).

1
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Table A.1: ontinued

Referene Area H V E M

min

M

max

M sale d

min

d

max

d sale S C R M

Ohno et al. (1996) California 248 - 17 5.0 7.5 M

w

(M

L

)

7.2 99.6 d

q

for

M >

5:3, d

h

other-

wise

2 B 2M A

Sarma and Sr-

bulov (1996)

Worldwide 350 - 114 3.9 7.7 M

s

1 213 d

f

& d

e

1 B,

L

U A

Singh et al. (1996) Himalayas 86 - 5 5.7 7.2 m

b

33.15 340.97d

h

1 U 1 A

Spudih et al.

(1996) & Spudih

et al. (1997)

Worldwide

extensional

regimes

128 - 30 5.10 6.90 M

w

0 102.1 d

f

2 G,

O

2M NS

Campbell (1997)

& Campbell and

Bozorgnia (1994)

Worldwide 645 225 H:47,

V:26

4.7 H:8.0,

V:8.1

M

w

3 60 d

s

3 G 1 A(S,R,N)

Munson and

Thurber (1997)

Hawaii 51 - 22 4.0 7.2 M

s

for

M

s

�

6:1, M

L

other-

wise

0 88 d

f

2 L 2M A

ontinued on next page

1
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Table A.1: ontinued

Referene Area H V E M

min

M

max

M sale d

min

d

max

d sale S C R M

Youngs et al.

(1997)

Worldwide

subdution

zones

476 - 164 5.0 8.2 M

w

(M

s

,m

b

)

8.5 550.9 d

r

, d

h

for

some

2 G 1M NT

Zhao et al. (1997) NZ with 66

foreign

461

38

+66- 49+17 5.08 7.23(7.41)M

w

11

(0.1)

573

(10)

d

r

for

some, d



for most

2 U 1 A(R)

Bouhadad et al.

(1998)

Algeria U - 2 5.6 6.1 M

s

20 70 d

h

1 L,

M

1 A

Mani (1998) N.W. Balkans 276

39

- 56 4 7 M

s

U U d

h

2 B 1 A

Rinaldis et al.

(1998)

Italy & Greee 137* - 24* 4.5 7 M

s

or

M

w

7 138 d

e

2 U O A
(N,ST)

Sadigh and Egan

(1998)

California with

4 foreign

960+4 - 119+2 3.8 7.4 M

w

0.1 305

40

d

r

for

some, d

h

for small

ones

2 G U A(R,SN)

ontinued on next page

38

Inludes some not used for regression

39

Total number of omponents do not need to be multiplied by two.

40

Equations stated to be for distanes up to 100 km

1
2
4



Table A.1: ontinued

Referene Area H V E M

min

M

max

M sale d

min

d

max

d sale S C R M

Sarma and Sr-

bulov (1998)

Worldwide 690

41

- 113 3.9 7.7 M

s

(U) 0 197 d

f

, d

e

2 B 1 A

Sharma (1998) Indian Hi-

malayas

66 - 5 5.5 6.6 U 8 248 d

h

1 L 1W A

Smit (1998) Switzerland +

some from S.

Germany

� 1546 <1546 H:

<120,

V:

120

2.0 5.1 M

L

1 290 d

h

1 U 2 A

Chapman (1999) W. N. Ameria 304 - 23 5.0 7.7 M

w

0.1 189.4 d

f

3 G 2M A

Cousins et al.

(1999)

NZ with 66

foreign

610+66 - 25+17 5.17 7.09(7.41)M

w

0.1 400 d

r

for

some, d



for most

3 U U A(R)

Spudih et al.

(1999)

Worldwide

extensional

regimes

142 - 39 5.1 7.2 M

w

0 99.4 d

f

2 G,

O

1M NS

Wang et al.

(1999)

Tangshan, N.

China

44 - 6 3.7 4.9 M

s

(M

L

)

2.1 41.3 d

e

1 L 1 A

ontinued on next page

41

Total number of omponents do not need to be multiplied by two.

1
2
5



Table A.1: ontinued

Referene Area H V E M

min

M

max

M sale d

min

d

max

d sale S C R M

Ambraseys and

Douglas (2000)

Worldwide 186 183 44 5.83 7.8 M

s

0 15 d

f

3 L 1 A

Bozorgnia et al.

(2000)

Worldwide 2823 2823 48 4.7 7.7 M

w

U �
60

d

s

4 G U A
(R,S,T)

Campbell and Bo-

zorgnia (2000)

Worldwide 960

42

941

43

49

44

4.7 7.7 M

w

1* 60* d

s

4 G 1 A
(S,R,T)

Jain et al. (2000) Central Hi-

malayas

32

(117)

- 3 5.5 7.0 U 2
(4)

152

(322)

d

e

1 U 1 T

Kobayashi et al.

(2000)

Japan U - U 5.0 7.8 M

w

0.9* 400* U 4 B 1M A

Monguilner et al.

(2000a)

W. Argentina 54

45

- 10

45

4.3

45

7.4 M

s

if

M

L

&

M

s

> 6,

M

L

oth-

erwise

11

45

350

45

d

h

2 U 1W A

ontinued on next page

42

Equation for orreted PGA uses 443 reords.

43

Equation for orreted PGA uses 439 reords.

44

Equation for orreted PGA uses data from 36 earthquakes.

45

Assuming they use same data as Monguilner et al. (2000b).

1
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Table A.1: ontinued

Referene Area H V E M

min

M

max

M sale d

min

d

max

d sale S C R M

Sharma (2000) Indian Hi-

malayas

- 66 5 5.5 6.6 U 8 248 d

h

1 - 1W A

Si and Mi-

dorikawa (2000)

Japan 856 - 21 5.8 8.3 M

w

0* 280* Both d

q

& d

r

2 L O A

Smit et al. (2000) Cauasus 84 - 26 4.0 7.1 M

s

4 230 d

e

46

1 L 2 A

Takahashi et al.

(2000)

Japan+166

foreign

1332 - U+7* 5*

(5.8*)

8.3*

(8*)

M

w

1*

(0.1*)

300*

(100*)

d

r

, d

h

for

some

4 G O A

Wang and Tao

(2000)

W. N. Ameria 182 - 23 5.0 7.7 M

w

(M

L

)

0.5 370 d

f

2 L O A

Chang et al.

(2001)

Taiwan 4720

47

,

2528

48

- 45

47

,

19

48

4.1

47

,

4.6

48

7.0

47

,

6.3

48

M

w

(M

L

for

M

L

<

6:5)

0

47

,

40.2

48

264.4

47

,

272.4

48

d

e

47

,

d

h

48

1 G 2 A

Lussou et al.

(2001)

Japan 3011 3011 102 3.7 6.3 M

JMA

4* 600* d

h

4 B 2 A

ontinued on next page

46

Smit et al. (2000) give d

h

but this is typographial error (Smit, 2000).

47

Shallow rustal reords.

48

Subdution reords.

1
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Table A.1: ontinued

Referene Area H V E M

min

M

max

M sale d

min

d

max

d sale S C R M

Campbell and Bo-

zorgnia (2002)

Worldwide 443

49

439

50

36

51

4.7 7.7 M

w

2* 60* d

s

4 G 1 A (S &

N, R, T)

Tromans and

Bommer (2002)

Europe 249 - 51 5.5 7.9 M

s

1 359 d

f

3 L 2 A

49

There are 960 omponents for unorreted PGA.

50

There are 941 omponents for unorreted PGA.

51

For horizontal orreted reords. There are 49 for horizontal unorreted PGA. There are 36 for vertial orreted reords and 46 for

vertial unorreted PGA.

1
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B General harateristis of published equations for estimating

spetral ordinates

Table B.1 gives the general harateristis of published equations for estimat-

ing spetral ordinates. The olumns are the same as in Table A.1 with three

extra olumns:

T s Number of periods for whih attenuation equations are derived

T

min

Minimum period for whih attenuation equation is derived

T

max

Maximum period for whih attenuation equation is derived

129



Table B.1: Charateristis of published spetral relations

Referene Area H V E M

min

M

max

M sale d

min

d

max

d sale S T s T

min

T

max

C R M

Johnson

(1973)

W. USA 41 - 23 5.3 7.7 m

b

6.3 149.8d

e

1 14 0.055 2.469 M 1 A

Kobayashi

and Na-

gahashi

(1977)

Japan U - U 5.4* 7.9* U 60* 210* d

h

I U 0.1 5 R

52

O A

MGuire

(1977)

W. USA 34 - 22 5.3 7.6 M

L

14 125 d

h

1 16 0.1 8 B U A

Trifuna

(1977)

W. N.

Ameria

186 186 U U U U U U d

e

3 U 0.04* 15* U O A

Faioli

(1978)

W. USA,

Japan,

Papua

New

Guinea,

Mex-

io &

Greee

26

53

- 11 5.3 7.8 U 15 342 d

h

1 15 0.1 4 B U A

ontinued on next page

52

They state it is two dimensional response spetrum whih assume to be resolved omponent.

53

Total earthquake omponents (does not need to be multiplied by two)

1
3
0



Table B.1: ontinued

Referene Area H V E M

min

M

max

M sale d

min

d

max

d sale S T s T

min

T

max

C R M

MGuire

(1978)

W. USA 70 - 17+* 4.5* 7.7 U

54

11* 210* d

h

2 1 1 1 B U A

Trifuna

(1978)

W. N.

Ameria

187 187 57 3.0 7.7 U U U d

e

3 U 0.04* 15* U O A

Trifuna

and Ander-

son (1978)

W. N.

Ameria

U U U U U U U U d

e

3 U U U U U A

Cornell

et al. (1979)

W. USA 70 - U U U M

L

U U d

h

1 7 0.17 5 C U A

Trifuna

and Lee

(1979)

W. N.

Ameria

U U U U U U U U d

e

3 91 0.04 15 U U A

Ohsaki et al.

(1980a)

Japan 95 - 29+ 3.9* 7.2* U 3* 500* d

h

2 86 0.02 5 U 1 A

Ohsaki et al.

(1980b)

Japan 75 - U 4 7.4 U 6 500 d

h

1 U 0.02 5 U 1 A

Trifuna

(1980)

W. USA U - U U U U U U d

e

C 91 0.04 7.5 U U A

ontinued on next page

54

Idriss (1978) �nds magnitudes to be mixture of M

L

, m

b

and M

s

.

1
3
1



Table B.1: ontinued

Referene Area H V E M

min

M

max

M sale d

min

d

max

d sale S T s T

min

T

max

C R M

Devillers

and Mo-

ham-

madioun

(1981)

W. USA 186 - U 3.3* 7.7* U �
10

250* d

h

1 46 0.04 10 U 1 A

Kobayashi

and Mi-

dorikawa

(1982)

Japan 45 - U 5.1 7.5 U 50 280 d

h

1 U 0.1 5 U O A

Joyner

and Fu-

mal (1984)

& Joyner

and Boore

(1988)

W. N.

Ameria

U - U 5.0 7.7 M

w

(M

L

) U U d

f

C 12 0.1 4 L U A

Kawashima

et al. (1984)

Japan 197 - 90 5.0 U M

JMA

U U d

e

3 10 0.1 3 R 1 A

Kawashima

et al. (1985)

Japan - 119 90* 5.0* 7.5* M

JMA

5* 500* d

e

3 10 0.1 3 - 1 A

ontinued on next page

1
3
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Table B.1: ontinued

Referene Area H V E M

min

M

max

M sale d

min

d

max

d sale S T s T

min

T

max

C R M

Trifuna

and Lee

(1985)

W. N.

Ameria

438 438 104 U U U U U d

h

3,

C

91 0.04 15 U U A

Kamiyama

and Yanagi-

sawa (1986)

Japan 228 - 69 4.5 7.9 M

JMA

3 323 d

e

I 45 0.1 10 U 1 A

C.B. Crouse

(1987)

55

S. Cali-

fornia

U - U U U M

s

U U d

r

1 10 0.05 6 B U A

K. Sadigh

(1987)

56

W. USA

+ others

U - U U U M

w

U U d

r

2 7 0.1 4 B U A (S, R)

Annaka and

Nozawa

(1988)

Japan U - 45 U U U U U U 1 U 0.04* 4* U 1 A

Crouse et al.

(1988)

N. Hon-

shu

64 - U 5.1 8.2 M

w

, M

s

& M

JMA

for < 7:5

42 407 d

E

,

d

h

for

M < 7:5

1 10 0.1 4 B 1 A

ontinued on next page

55

Reported in Joyner and Boore (1988).

56

Reported in Joyner and Boore (1988).

1
3
3



Table B.1: ontinued

Referene Area H V E M

min

M

max

M sale d

min

d

max

d sale S T s T

min

T

max

C R M

Yokota et al.

(1988)

Tokyo 154 24 75

(U)

4.0 6.1 M

JMA

59

(60)

206

(100)

d

h

1 U 0.1

(0.05)

10

(5)

U U A

Youngs

et al. (1988)

Worldwide

subdu-

tion

zones

20 +

197 +

389

- 16*

(60)

5.6*

(5)

8.1*

(8.1,

8.2)

57

M

w

(M

s

,

m

b

)

U
(15*,

20*)

U
(450*,

450*)

d

r

, d

h

for

M

w

.

7:5

1 15 0.07 4 G 1W A (B,F)

Kamiyama

(1989)

Japan 228 - U 4.1 7.9 M

JMA

3 350 d

e

I U 0.05* 10* U 1 A

Trifuna

and Lee

(1989)

Mostly

Califor-

nia

438 438 104 U U U U U d

e

C 12 0.04 14 B U A

Atkinson

(1990)

E. N.

Ameria

+ 10

others

92+10

58

- 8+3 3.60

(5.16)

6.00

(6.84)

M

w

8
(8)

1215

(23)

d

h

1 4 0.1 1 B 2 A

ontinued on next page

57

Consider equations valid for M

w

� 8

58

Total earthquake omponents (does not need to be multiplied by two). 79+10 reords for 0:1 s equation.

1
3
4



Table B.1: ontinued

Referene Area H V E M

min

M

max

M sale d

min

d

max

d sale S T s T

min

T

max

C R M

Campbell

(1990)

Unknown U - U U U M

L

for

M < 6,

M

s

for

M � 6

U U d

s

1 15 0.04 4 U U A

Dahle et al.

(1990b) &

Dahle et al.

(1990a)

Worldwide

in-

traplate

regions

87 - 56 2.9 7.8 M

s

(M

L

,

m

b

,

M

CL

6 1300 d

h

1 89 0.025 4 L 2 A

Tamura

et al. (1990)

Japan 97 - 7 7.1 7.9 M

JMA

U U d

e

3 13 2 20 L 1,

O

A

Tsai et al.

(1990)

Worldwide <88 - <51 4.9* 7.4 M

w

3* 150* d

r

1 14 0.07 1 U M T (S,O)

Crouse

(1991)

Worldwide

subdu-

tion

zones

235 - U 5.1 8.2 M

w

(M

s

,

M

JMA

)

>8 >469d

E

,

d

h

for

M < 7:5

1 10 0.1 4 B 1 A

ontinued on next page

1
3
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Table B.1: ontinued

Referene Area H V E M

min

M

max

M sale d

min

d

max

d sale S T s T

min

T

max

C R M

Dahle et al.

(1991)

Intraplate

(parti-

ularly

Norway)

395+31 - 136+11 2.4*(4.1) 5.2*(6.9) M

s

(M

L

,M

CL

)

20*

(9.7)

1200*

(1300)

d

h

1 4

59

0.1 1 L O A

I.M. Idriss

(1991)

60

Unknown 572 - 30* 4.6 7.4 M

L

for

M < 6,

M

s

for

M � 6

1 100 d

r

, d

h

for

M < 6

1 23 0.03 5 U U A

Mohammadioun

(1991)

Italy 144 - 46 3.0 6.5 U 6 186 d

h

, 1 eq.

with d

r

1 81 0.013 1.95 B U A

Niazi and

Bozorgnia

(1992)

SMART-1

array,

Taiwan

236 234 12 3.6 7.8 M

L

(M

D

)

for

M

L

<

6:6, else

M

s

3.1

61

119.7

61

d

h

1 23 0.03 10 M 2W A

ontinued on next page

59

Consider more than 4 natural periods but results not reported.

60

Reported in Idriss (1993).

61

Distane to entre of array

1
3
6



Table B.1: ontinued

Referene Area H V E M

min

M

max

M sale d

min

d

max

d sale S T s T

min

T

max

C R M

Benito et al.

(1992)

Campano

Luano

84 - U 4.7 6.5 M

L

3.4* 142* d

h

3 15 0.04 10 L 1 A

Tento et al.

(1992)

Italy 137 - 40 4 6.6 M

L

3.2 170 d

f

for

M

L

�

5:7, d

e

other-

wise

1 12 0.04 2.75 L 2 A

Boore et al.

(1993) &

Boore et al.

(1997)

W. N.

Ameria

112 - 14 5.30 7.70 M

w

0 109 d

f

3 46 0.1 2 L,

G

2M A

Caillot and

Bard (1993)

Italy 83 - � 40 3.2 6.8 M

s

if

M

L

&

M

s

�

6:0 else

M

L

10 63 d

h

2 25 0.05 1.98 U 2,

1W

A

ontinued on next page

1
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Table B.1: ontinued

Referene Area H V E M

min

M

max

M sale d

min

d

max

d sale S T s T

min

T

max

C R M

Campbell

(1993)

Worldwide U - U U

62

U M

L

for

M < 6:0

and M

s

other-

wise

U U

63

d

s

2 15 0.04 4 M O A (T,S)

Lee (1993) Mostly

Califor-

nia

494 494 106 U U M

L

for

M .

6:5, oth-

ers for

M > 6:5

U U d

e

3 91 0.04 15 B U A

Sadigh et al.

(1993) &

Sadigh et al.

(1997)

California

with 4

foreign

960+4 U 119+2 3.8

(6.8)

7.4

(7.4)

M

w

0.1

(3)

305

(172)

64

d

r

for

some, d

h

for small

ones

2 21 0.05

65

7.5

66

G U A(R,S)

ontinued on next page

62

Considers equation valid for M � 4:7.

63

Considers equation valid for d � 300 km.

64

Equations stated to be for distanes up to 100 km

65

Minimum period for vertial equations is 0:04 s.

66

Maximum period for vertial equations is 3 s.

1
3
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Table B.1: ontinued

Referene Area H V E M

min

M

max

M sale d

min

d

max

d sale S T s T

min

T

max

C R M

Sun and

Peng (1993)

W. USA

with 1

foreign

150+1 - 42+1 4.1 7.7 M

L

for

M < 6,

else M

s

2* 150* d

e

C U 0.04 10 R 1 A

Boore et al.

(1994a) &

Boore et al.

(1997)

W. N.

Ameria

112

(70)

- 14 (9) 5.30 7.70

(7.40)

M

w

0 109 d

f

C 46 0.1 2 L,

G

1M,

2M

A
(R,S)

67

Climent

et al. (1994)

Central

Amer-

ia &

Mexio

280 U 72 U U U U U U U U 0.05* � 2 U U A

Fukushima

et al.

(1994) &

Fukushima

et al. (1995)

3 ver-

tial

arrays in

Japan

285 284 42 5.0 7.7 M

JMA

60* 400* d

h

I U 0.05 2 B 1,2 A

Lawson and

Krawinkler

(1994)

W. USA 250+ - 11 5.8 7.4 M

w

U 100 d

f

3 38 0.1 4 U 1M A

ontinued on next page

67

CoeÆients given in Boore et al. (1994b).

1
3
9



Table B.1: ontinued

Referene Area H V E M

min

M

max

M sale d

min

d

max

d sale S T s T

min

T

max

C R M

Lee and

Mani�

(1994) &

Lee (1995)

Former

Yu-

goslavia

313 313 183 3.75 7.0 U 4 250 d

e

6 12 0.04 2 U 2R A

Mohammadioun

(1994a)

California 108

68

56 23 5.3 7.7 M

L

3 136 Often

d

r

, d

h

in

far �eld

1 96 0.013 5 B 1 A

Mohammadioun

(1994b)

W. USA 530

69

� 265 U U U M

L

1 250 d

r

, d

E

if more

appro-

priate,

d

h

in far

�eld

1 96 0.013 5 B 1 A

Musson

et al. (1994)

UK

+ 28*

foreign

88*+28*

70

- 15+16 3 (3.7) 4.1

(6.4)

M

L

70*

(>1.3)

>477.4

(200*)

d

h

1 4 0.1 1 U

71

O A

ontinued on next page

68

Total number, does not need to be multiplied by two.

69

Total number, does not need to be multiplied by two.

70

There are 116 reords in total.

71

Free (1996) believes it is largest horizontal omponent.

1
4
0



Table B.1: ontinued

Referene Area H V E M

min

M

max

M sale d

min

d

max

d sale S T s T

min

T

max

C R M

Theodulidis

and Pa-

pazahos

(1994)

Greee+16

foreign

105+16

72

- 36+4 4.5

(7.2)

7.0

(7.5)

M

s

, M

w

,

M

JMA

1
(48)

128

(236)

d

e

2 73 0.05 5 B O A

Dahle et al.

(1995)

Cen.

Ameria

280 - 72 3* 8* M

w

(M

s

,

m

b

, M

D

)

6* 490* d

h

2 8 0.025 4 L 1B A

Lee and Tri-

funa (1995)

W. N.

Ameria

1926 1926 297 1.7 7.7 Usually

M

L

for

M � 6:5

and

M

s

for

M > 6:5

2 200+d

h

9,

3
�

C

91 0.04 15 U 1 A

Ambraseys

et al. (1996)

Europe

& Mid.

East

422 - 157 4.0 7.9 M

s

(unspe-

i�ed)

0 260 d

f

for

M >

6:0, d

e

other-

wise

3 46 0.1 2 L 2 A

ontinued on next page

72

Total number of omponents does not need to be multiplied by two

1
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Table B.1: ontinued

Referene Area H V E M

min

M

max

M sale d

min

d

max

d sale S T s T

min

T

max

C R M

Ambraseys

and Simp-

son (1996)

Europe

& Mid.

East

- 417 157 4.0 7.9 M

s

(unspe-

i�ed)

0 260 d

f

for

M >

6:0, d

e

other-

wise

3 46 0.1 2 L 2 A

Bommer

et al. (1996)

El Sal-

vador &

Niaragua

36 - 20 3.7 7.0 M

s

62 260 d

h

1 10 0.1 2 L U A

Crouse and

MGuire

(1996)

Cen. &

S. Cali-

fornia

238 - 16 6.0 7.7 M

s

0.1 211 d

r

4 14 0.04 14 G 1W R,S

(R,S)

Free (1996)

& Free et al.

(1998)

Stable

onti-

nental

regions

399{

410

347{

477

H:

137{

138,

V:

126{

132

1.5 6.8 M

w

0 820 d

f

for

some, d

e

for most

2 52 0.04 2 L 1 A

ontinued on next page

1
4
2



Table B.1: ontinued

Referene Area H V E M

min

M

max

M sale d

min

d

max

d sale S T s T

min

T

max

C R M

Molas and

Yamazaki

(1996)

Japan 2166 - 387 4.1 7.8 M

JMA

8* 1000*d

r

for 2

earth-

quakes,

d

h

oth-

erwise

I 12 0.1 4 L O A

Ohno et al.

(1996)

California 248 - 17 5.0 7.5 M

w

(M

L

)

7.2 99.6 d

q

for

M >

5:3, d

h

other-

wise

2 U 0.02 2 B 2M A

Sabetta and

Pugliese

(1996)

Italy 95 95 17 4.6 6.8 M

s

if

M

L

&

M

s

�

5:5 else

M

L

1.5,

1.5

179,

180

73

Both d

f

& d

e

3 14 0.04 4 L 1 A

Spudih

et al. (1996)

Worldwide

exten-

sional

regimes

99{

118

- 27{29 5.10 6.90 M

w

0 102.1d

f

2 46 0.1 2 G,

C

2M NS

ontinued on next page

73

State equations should not be used for distanes > 100 km

1
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Table B.1: ontinued

Referene Area H V E M

min

M

max

M sale d

min

d

max

d sale S T s T

min

T

max

C R M

Abrahamson

and Silva

(1997)

California

with

some

others

�
655*

�
650*

� 58 4.4 7.4 U 0.1 220* d

r

2 28 0.01 5 G 1M A
(S,O,T)

Atkinson

(1997)

Casadia

with

some

foreign

U - 11+9 4.1 6.7(8.2) M

w

20* 580* d



for

some, d

h

for small

ones

2 12 0.1 2 B 2 A

Campbell

(1997)

Worldwide 266

74

173 H:30,

V:22

4.7 8.1 M

s

for

M

s

� 6,

M

L

for

M

s

< 6

3 50 d

s

3 13 0.05 4 G IW A
(S,R,N)

Youngs

et al. (1997)

Worldwide

subdu-

tion

zones

� 476 - � 164 5.0 8.2 M

w

(M

s

,m

b

)

8.5 550.9d

r

, d

h

for

some

2 11 0.075 3 G 1M NT

(N,T)

ontinued on next page

74

Typographi error in Table 3 of Campbell (1997) does not math number of reordings in Table 4

1
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Table B.1: ontinued

Referene Area H V E M

min

M

max

M sale d

min

d

max

d sale S T s T

min

T

max

C R M

Bommer

et al. (1998)

Europe

& Mid.

East

121{

183

- 34{43 5.5 7.9 M

s

3 260 d

f

for

most, d

e

other-

wise

3 66 0.04 3 L 2 A

Perea and

Sordo

(1998)

Urban

area of

Puebla,

Mexio

10

75

- 8 5.8 8.1 m

b

for

M < 6,

M

s

oth-

erwise

274 663 d

e

1 195 0.01 3.5 L 1 A

Shabestari

and Ya-

mazaki

(1998)

Japan 3990 - 1020 U 8.1 M

JMA

U U d

r

U 35 0.04 10 L O A

Chapman

(1999)

W. N.

Ameria

304 - 23 5.0 7.7 M

w

0.1 189.4d

f

3 24 0.1 2 G 2M A

Spudih

et al. (1999)

Worldwide

exten-

sional

regimes

105{

132

- � 38 5.1 7.2 M

w

0 99.4 d

f

2 46 0.1 2 G 1M NS

ontinued on next page

75

Typographial error in Figure 3b) of Perea and Sordo (1998) beause it does not math their Table 1.
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Table B.1: ontinued

Referene Area H V E M

min

M

max

M sale d

min

d

max

d sale S T s T

min

T

max

C R M

Ambraseys

and Douglas

(2000)

Worldwide 186 183 44 5.83 7.8 M

s

0 15 d

f

3 46 0.1 2 L 1 A

Bozorgnia

et al. (2000)

Worldwide 1308 1308 33 U U M

w

U �
60

d

s

4 U 0.05 4 G U A
(R,S,T)

Campbell

and Bo-

zorgnia

(2000)

Worldwide 275{

435

274{

434

� 36 � 4.7 � 7.7 M

w

�
1*

�
60*

d

s

4 14 0.05 4 G 1 A
(S,R,T)

Chou and

Uang (2000)

California 273 - 15 5.6 7.4 M

w

0* 120 d

f

3 25 0.1 3 G 2M A

Kawano

et al. (2000)

Japan 107 107 44 5.5 7.0 M

JMA

27 202 d

q

I,

C

U 0.02 5 U O A

Kobayashi

et al. (2000)

Japan U - U 5.0 7.8 M

w

0.9* 400* U 4 17 0.1 5 B 1M A

MVerry

et al. (2000)

NZ

with 66

foreign

� 224

(461+66)

- (51+17) (5.08) (7.23(7.41))M

w

(0.1) (573) (d

r

for

some,

d



for

most)

4 U 0.01* 4* U O A (N, R,

RO)

ontinued on next page

1
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Table B.1: ontinued

Referene Area H V E M

min

M

max

M sale d

min

d

max

d sale S T s T

min

T

max

C R M

Monguilner

et al.

(2000b)

W. Ar-

gentina

54 54 10 4.3 7.4 M

s

if

M

L

&

M

s

> 6,

M

L

oth-

erwise

11 350 d

h

2 200 0.1 6 U 1W A

Shabestari

and Ya-

mazaki

(2000)

Japan 6017 - 94 5.0 6.6 M

JMA

7* 950* d

r

I 35 0.04 10 L O A

Smit et al.

(2000)

Cauasus 84 - 26 4.0 7.1 M

s

4 230 d

h

1 22 0.05 1 L 2 A

Takahashi

et al. (2000)

Japan+166

foreign

�1332 - U+7* 5*

(5.8*)

8.3*

(8*)

M

w

1*

(0.1*)

300*

(100*)

d

r

, d

h

for

some

4 20 0.05 5 G O A

Lussou et al.

(2001)

Japan 3011 3011 102 3.7 6.3 M

JMA

4* 600* d

h

4 63 0.02 10 B 2 A

ontinued on next page
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Table B.1: ontinued

Referene Area H V E M

min

M

max

M sale d

min

d

max

d sale S T s T

min

T

max

C R M

Campbell

and Bo-

zorgnia

(2002)

Worldwide 443

76

439

77

36

78

4.7 7.7 M

w

2* 60* d

s

4 14 0.05 4 G 1 A (S &

N, R, T)

76

There are 960 omponents for unorreted PGA.

77

There are 941 omponents for unorreted PGA.

78

For horizontal orreted reords. There are 49 for horizontal unorreted PGA. There are 36 for vertial orreted reords and 46 for

vertial unorreted PGA.
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Table 2

Examples of seletion riteria based on soure depth in past ground motion estimation relations.

Criterion Referene Reasons

Maximum depth 20 km (Boore et al., 1993)

and 30 km (Ambraseys et al.,

1996)

To restrit to shallow rustal

earthquakes

60 km (Iwasaki et al., 1980;

Fukushima et al., 1995)

(Japan)

De�nition of M

JMA

is di�er-

ent for deeper shoks

< 91 km (Sharma, 1998) Two deeper earthquakes

aused large errors in regres-

sion oeÆients

Reliable esti-

mates of foal

depth

Ambraseys and Bommer

(1991)

Exlude deep slab

earthquakes

MVerry et al. (2000) There is high attenuation in

the mantle

Exlude deep sub-

dution shoks

Campbell (1981) There are di�erenes in travel

path and stress ondition

ompared with shallow rustal

earthquakes

1
4
9



Table 3

Examples of minimum magnitude seletion riteria in past ground motion estimation relations.

Reason Minimum magnitude

Restrit data to earthquakes with engineering

signi�ane

M

s

= 4 (Ambraseys

et al., 1996) and M = 5

(Campbell, 1981;

Iwasaki et al., 1980)

Restrit data to earthquakes with smaller errors

in the independent parameters

M = 5 (Fukushima

et al., 1995)

Interested in long-period motions M

s

= 5:5 (Bommer

et al., 1998)

Restrit to data with high signal-to-noise ratio M

s

= 5:5 (Bommer

et al., 1998)

1
5
0



Table 4

Examples of minimum PGA seletion riteria in past ground motion estimation relations.

Minimum PGA (ms

�2

) Referene Reasons

0:01 Molas and Yamazaki

(1995)

Weaker reords are not reli-

able beause of resolution of

instruments

0:10 Iwasaki et al. (1980)

0:15 Chiaruttini and Siro

(1981)

To avoid possible bias

0:20 Campbell (1981) To avoid bias in trigger

threshold

0:50 Xu et al. (1984) To avoid too muh ontribu-

tion from far �eld

Near triggering level Ambraseys (1995) Proessing errors an be large

1
5
1



Table 5

Types of strong-motion stations inluded in past ground motion estimation relations.

Inlude reords from Referene Comments

Free-�eld Faioli (1978)

Free-�eld and basements of build-

ings

MGuire (1978)

Free-�eld and small strutures Campbell (1981) E�ets of site geology, building size, instrument loation and

mehanism are found to be extensively interrelated

Buildings Crouse (1991) Notes that PGA ould be underestimated

Buildings with four stories or less MVerry et al. (2000)

Buildings with more than three

storeys

Zhao et al. (1997) Finds no signi�ant di�erene to those from free-�eld

Buildings with up to eight stories Theodulidis and Papazahos (1992)

Four and six storey buildings Crouse and MGuire (1996) Inluded beause of lak of data in site and distane range

where these reords are and beause struture is thought not

to have a�eted ground motion too muh.

Abutments of dams Ambraseys (1995); Campbell (1997) Campbell (1997) inludes reords from dam abutments be-

ause they omprise a signi�ant number of rok reords and

beause sti� foundations are not thought to be signi�antly

a�eted by dam.

Dams and speial strutures MCue et al. (1988) Inluded beause of lak of available data

Tunnel portals Ambraseys (1995)

1
5
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Table 6

Types of strong-motion stations exluded in past ground motion estimation relations.

Exlude reords from Referene Comments

Basements Kawashima et al. (1986)

Buildings with three or more storeys Joyner and Boore

(1981)

Buildings with more than two

storeys

Campbell (1997) For sites on soil or soft

rok

Buildings with more than �ve

storeys

Campbell (1997) For sites on hard rok

First oor Kawashima et al. (1986)

Abutments of dams Joyner and Boore

(1981)

Tokyo-Yokohama Yamabe and Kanai

(1988)

They onlude they

are a�eted by nearby

buildings

1
5
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Table 7

Examples of reord-dependent low (f

l

) and high (f

h

) ut-o� frequenies used for �ltering in past ground motion estimation relations.

f

l

(Hz) f

h

(Hz) Seletion method Referene

Chosen to aount for length and mean sampling rate of reords and response har-

ateristis of aelerographs used

Faioli (1978)

0:2{0:4 25{35 Visual inspetion in order to maximise signal-to-noise ratio within the passband Sabetta and Pugliese (1987)

0:13{1:18 Tento et al. (1992)

25{30 Site dependent Fukushima et al. (1995)

0:2{0:7 20{35 Compare the Fourier spetrum of signal to that of �xed trae Sabetta and Pugliese (1996)

Visual inspetion of the Fourier amplitude spetrum and doubly integrated displae-

ment.

Spudih et al. (1996)

0:15{0:5 25 Compare the Fourier amplitude spetrum of signal to that of noise spetrum Cousins et al. (1999)

Use Fourier amplitude spetrum to hoose the high ut-o� frequeny and integrated

displaements to hoose low-frequeny ut-o�.

Abrahamson and Silva (1997)

0:1 upwards Use a time-onsuming method where the low ut-o� frequeny is seleted by visual

inspetion of veloity and displaement time-histories, seleting the ut-o� whih

they feel eliminates the noise

Bommer et al. (1998)

Visual inspetion of the displaements (found using the Fast Fourier Transform

method) in pre�xed and appended 5 s setions

Kobayashi et al. (2000)

0:15, 0:20

and 0:33

Use noise level in eah reord Si and Midorikawa (2000)

1
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Figure aptions

(1) Model usually used to model strutural response aused by earthquakes

where m is the mass of the system, k is the sti�ness of the system,  is

the visous damping of the system and U

tt

is the ground aeleration.

The undamped natural period of the system is T

0

= 2�

q

m=k and the

ratio of ritial damping is �

0

= =2

p

km.

(2) Comparison of saling of horizontal peak ground aeleration at rok

sites withM

w

in four reent equations to estimate strong ground motions

from shallow rustal strike-slip earthquakes for two distanes: a) d

f

; d

r

=

10 km and d

s

= 10:4 km and b) d

f

; d

r

= 50 km and d

s

= 50:1 km, where

d

f

is shortest distane to surfae projetion of rupture, d

r

is shortest

distane to rupture and d

s

is shortest distane to seismogeni rupture.

These distanes orrespond to distanes from a vertial fault with depth

to seismogeni layer of 3 km. The urves are plotted for those magnitudes

whih fall within the magnitude range of the data used to derive the

equation. Conversion from M

w

to M

s

for equation of Ambraseys et al.

(1996) done using Equation 1 of Ekstr�om and Dziewonski (1988).

(3) Comparison of estimated ratio of horizontal peak ground aeleration and

response spetral amplitudes for ground motions due to reverse faulting

earthquakes and strike-slip faulting earthquakes for four reent equations

to estimate strong ground motions from shallow rustal earthquakes. For

the equation of Abrahamson and Silva (1997) a magnitude of M

w

= 6:5

was used; all other ratios are independent of magnitude.

(4) Comparison of estimated horizontal peak ground aeleration for ground

motions due to subdution zone earthquakes for four equations to esti-

mate strong ground motions for an earthquake of magnitude M

w

= 7:0

155



and hypoentral distane of 100 km. Equation of Crouse (1991) is plotted

for sti� soil site, equation of Molas and Yamazaki (1995) is plotted for

site oeÆient 

i

= 0 (average site), equation of Cousins et al. (1999)

is plotted for soil site and a slab earthquake and equation of Takahashi

et al. (2000) is plotted for medium soil site. Assumed that all de�ni-

tions of depth used in the equations are equivalent to foal depth for this

magnitude and distane.

(5) Comparison of estimated ratio of horizontal peak ground aeleration and

response spetral amplitudes for ground motions on: a) soft soil sites and

hard rok sites and on: b) sti� soil sites and hard rok sites, for four reent

equations to estimate strong ground motions. Soft soil sites were assumed

to have an average shear-wave veloity in the top 30m of 310ms

�1

and

hene be within ategory S (180 < V

s;30

� 360ms

�1

) of Ambraseys et al.

(1996) and ategory C (200 < V

s;30

� 400ms

�1

) of Lussou et al. (2001);

for the equations of Boore et al. (1997) the atual shear-wave veloity was

used and for the equations of Campbell and Bozorgnia (2002) S

V FS

=

0:25, S

SR

= 0 and S

HR

= 0 as suggested by Table 5 of Campbell and

Bozorgnia (2002). Sti� soil sites were assumed to have an average shear-

wave veloity in the top 30m of 420ms

�1

and hene be within ategory

A (360 < V

s;30

� 750ms

�1

) of Ambraseys et al. (1996) and ategory

B (400 < V

s;30

� 800ms

�1

) of Lussou et al. (2001); for the equations

of Boore et al. (1997) the atual shear-wave veloity was used and for

the equations of Campbell and Bozorgnia (2002) S

V FS

= 0, S

SR

= 1 and

S

HR

= 0 as suggested by Table 5 of Campbell and Bozorgnia (2002). Hard

rok sites were assumed to have an average shear-wave veloity in the top

30m of 800ms

�1

and hene be within ategory R (V

s;30

> 750ms

�1

) of

Ambraseys et al. (1996) and ategory A (V

s;30

> 800ms

�1

) of Lussou
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et al. (2001); for the equations of Boore et al. (1997) the atual shear-

wave veloity was used and for the equations of Campbell and Bozorgnia

(2002) S

V FS

= 0, S

SR

= 0 and S

HR

= 1 as suggested by Table 5 of

Campbell and Bozorgnia (2002). A seismogeni distane of 10:4 km and

a magnitude ofM

w

= 6:5 was used to ompute the ratios for the equations

of Campbell and Bozorgnia (2002); all the other ratios are independent

of distane and magnitude.

(6) Comparison of the ontours of Equivalent Hypoentral Distane for uni-

form moment release (dashed urves) and linearly inreasing moment

release (dotted urves) for horizontal line soure (solid line). Length of

fault 50 km and M

0

= 1:6� 10

19

Nm.

(7) Results of di�erent inversions of fault slip performed for the Imperial

Valley earthquake (15/10/1979), a) Olson and Apsel (1982), b) Hartzell

and Helmberger (1982), ), d), e) Hartzell and Heaton (1983) and f)

Arhuleta (1984). From Gariel et al. (1990).

(8) Comparison of the ontours of equal distane using four di�erent distane

measures for a fault of length 50 km, width 20 km, dip 30

Æ

[orresponding

to an earthquake of M

w

� 7:0 (Wells and Coppersmith, 1994)℄ whih

reahed the surfae, with the hypoentre at the bottom of the north

eastern orner of the rupture. Dotted box is the surfae projetion of the

rupture plane. Top left is for epientral distane, top right is for surfae

projetion distane, bottom left is for rupture distane and bottom right

is for elliptial distane.

(9) Comparison of saling of horizontal peak ground aeleration at rok

sites with M

w

in four early equations to estimate strong ground motions

from shallow rustal strike-slip earthquakes for two distanes: a) d

f

; d

r

=

10 km and d

s

= 10:4 km and b) d

f

; d

r

= 50 km and d

s

= 50:1 km, where
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d

f

is shortest distane to surfae projetion of rupture, d

r

is shortest

distane to rupture and d

s

is shortest distane to seismogeni rupture.

These distanes orrespond to distanes from a vertial fault with depth

to seismogeni layer of 3 km. The urves are plotted for those magnitudes

whih fall within the magnitude range of the data used to derive the

equation. Assumed magnitude sales (mainly M

L

) used by the authors

of these studies equal M

w

for magnitude range of interest.

(10) Unertainty in published equations for the estimation of horizontal peak

ground aeleration against date when the equation was �rst published.

Unertainty is expressed as a fator of one standard deviation; therefore

sine almost all equations are derived using the logarithm of aeleration

the unertainty is either exp(�) or 10

�

depending on whether natural or

ommon logarithms are used, where � is the report standard deviation.

The shape of the marker indiates the method of ombining the two hor-

izontal omponents, where Æ means larger horizontal omponent is used,

2 means mean horizontal omponent (geometri or arithmeti) is used,

� means both horizontal omponents are used, 4 means resolved ompo-

nent is used, / means randomly hosen omponent is used and 5 means

unknown method for ombining omponents is used. The greyshade of

the markers indiates the geographial (or tetoni) origin of the data

used to derive the equation.
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